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The traditional narrative of political party development in the United States of America 

during the latter half of the 1790s ascribes the decline in popularity of the Federalist Party in the 

Election of 1800 to that party’s passage of controversial legislation, specifically the Sedition Act 

of 1798, prior to the election. Between the passage of the Sedition Act and the Election of 1800, 

however, the midterm elections of 1798-1799 transpired and resulted in a significant increase in 

Federalist popularity in four states – North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia. This 

study seeks to ascertain why these four states increased their support for the Federalist Party in 

1798-1799, despite the passage of the Sedition Act by the Federalist Party. By examining 

newspapers and election results, this study analyzes the reaction of these four states to the 

passage of the Sedition Act and finds that generally, these states did not react strongly against the 

Sedition Act in the immediate aftermath of its passage. Instead, all four states urged national 

unity and emphasized the need to support the national government because the United States 

faced the threat of war with France. This study employs a state-by-state formula to determine 

each state’s individual reaction to the Sedition Act and the Quasi-War, finding that ultimately, 

the Sedition Act did not have as significant of an impact in these states as the popular narrative 

holds. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 A simple way for Americans to demonstrate disapproval of the actions and members of a 

political party resides in the power of the vote. If the incumbent party incurs the displeasure of 

the American people, its representatives can be voted out of power and replaced in the next 

election. The remarkable election of 1800 was a prime example of this. American voters, 

exhausted with the Federalist Party and years of controversial legislation passed during 

Federalist tenure, elected a new administration led by the Federalists’ opposition. Although the 

election of 1800 marked a successful transfer of power from one political party to another, it was 

not the first opportunity that voters had to reject the Federalists. The Congressional elections 

spanning 1798 and 1799 gave voters a chance to express dissatisfaction with the Federalist Party 

in the immediate wake of some of its more notorious legislation such as the Sedition Act, which 

criminalized criticism of the government. Yet, Federalist numbers in the United States House of 

Representatives actually increased in the 1798 elections. Why did the Federalists gain support in 

1798-1799, despite the passage of legislation as questionable and controversial as the Sedition 

Act?1 

 As the United States neared the end of its first ten years of government under the new 

Constitution, it faced increasing tension both external and internal. France and Great Britain, at 

war with each other following the French Revolution, consistently prodded the fledgling United 

States to pick a side, threatening to send the nation into war. Though the administration of the 

                                                           
 1 Notably, the voting franchise in the 1790s was limited generally to white, property-owning or tax-paying 

males. See Donald Ratcliffe, “The Right to Vote and the Rise of Democracy, 1787-1828,” Journal of the Early 

Republic 33, no. 2 (Summer 2013): 219-254. In this article, Ratcliffe deduces that about 80 percent of white males 

across the nation were able to vote by the time of the Washington administration in the early 1790s, and that voter 

turnout was generally high through the late 1790s. Election results remain the best gauge of popular opinion but do 

not necessarily represent the opinion of all.   
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first president, George Washington, attempted to enforce a policy of neutrality, ultimately the 

Washington administration signed Jay’s Treaty (1794) with the overtly aggressive British in an 

attempt to maintain peace and resolve ongoing issues that remained unresolved after the Treaty 

of Paris (1783). This action incensed Britain’s enemy and the United States’ ally, France, and the 

French grew more hostile toward the United States because of what was seen as a lack of 

commitment to the Franco-American alliance. By the time Washington retired and John Adams 

assumed the presidency in 1797, the friendship between France and the United States had slid 

further toward ruin as the French continuously violated American neutrality. In 1797, Adams 

sent a delegation to Paris with the goal of preventing war with France but Charles Maurice de 

Talleyrand-Périgord, the French foreign minister, refused to meet with the delegation upon their 

arrival in the fall of 1797. Talleyrand’s agents, later known in the press as “X,” “Y,” and “Z,” 

presented the delegates with a series of outrageous demands, including a bribe, which had to be 

met before any negotiations could begin. The news of French effrontery and disrespect reached 

the United States in the early part of 1798, and Adams alerted Congress to the failed mission in 

March. In April, Adams released dispatches between the envoys and the X.Y.Z. agents, which 

included the details of the disrespect aimed at the Americans, and these dispatches appeared in 

newspapers across the country. In the wake of the X.Y.Z. revelations, hysteria gripped the 

country as the demands for a declaration of war against France grew deafening. Congress took 

further steps towards war in July when they formally dissolved the treaty of alliance with France, 

setting the stage for the undeclared Quasi-War.2    

                                                           
 2 Gordon S. Wood, Empire of Liberty: A History of the Early Republic, 1789-1815 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 239-43; Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism: The Early American 

Republic, 1788-1800 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 537-8, 549-79, 581-90; James Roger Sharp, 

American Politics in the Early Republic: The New Nation in Crisis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 163-

76.  
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 At the same time, the United States found itself embroiled in internal conflict with the 

emergence of the nation’s first two opposing political parties, the Federalists and the 

Democratic-Republicans. The Federalists, under de facto leader and first Secretary of the 

Treasury Alexander Hamilton, favored a loose interpretation of the Constitution, a strong central 

government, friendship with Great Britain, and mercantile interests. Conversely, the Democratic-

Republicans, led by first Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, urged strict interpretation of the 

Constitution, stronger state governments, friendly terms with France, and the preference of 

agrarian interests. The financial plan of Alexander Hamilton marked the first true battle between 

the emerging parties, but as the decade progressed, party lines grew more and more defined. As 

tensions peaked with France in 1797 and 1798, these political parties had solidified in every state 

of the union. The 1796 elections marked a test of each party’s strength and popularity, though the 

parties remained strongly sectional at this time, with the Federalists gaining both the presidency 

and a majority in the Fifth Congress. This left the Federalist Party in control and responsible for 

handling the developing crisis with France.3  

 News of the X.Y.Z. affair gripped the nation as the Fifth Congress’s second session, from 

November 13, 1797 through July 16, 1798, neared its end. As the threat of war with France 

loomed, the Federalist majority in Congress imposed an aggressive agenda intended to prepare 

the country for imminent war with France. As part of this agenda, Congress passed the 

controversial Alien and Sedition Acts. The Alien Acts comprised three laws – the Alien Friends 

Act, the Alien Enemies Act, and the Naturalization Act of 1798 – which increased the 

requirements for citizenship and endowed the president with the power to deport aliens, or 

immigrants, in both peacetime and wartime. The Sedition Act, called “an act for the punishment 

                                                           
 3 Elkins and McKitrick, Age of Federalism, 257, 513, 517-8; Sharp, American Politics in the Early 

Republic, 157-9. 
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of certain crimes against the United States,” specifically banned conspiracy against the 

government and false criticism of the government and its officials. The Alien Acts, intended to 

protect the United States from the threat of radicalized immigrants who supported the French 

cause, warranted criticism from the opposition party, whom immigrants generally supported, but 

were not generally enforced and did not generate as much controversy as the Sedition Act. The 

Sedition Act, unsubtly partisan, took aim directly at the opposition by targeting the vitriolic pro-

French opposition papers, most famously Benjamin Franklin Bache’s Aurora, published at the 

time. The Federalists claimed that these papers enabled the French to infiltrate the hearts and 

minds of Americans, but they also feared the impact of the propaganda against them published 

by these papers.4  

 The first inkling of the Sedition Act, as well parts of the various Alien Acts, appeared in 

mid-May of 1798, when Representative Samuel Sewall of Massachusetts of the Committee of 

Commerce and Protection, requested authorization for that committee to “consider the danger 

which may result by means of aliens and other disaffected or seditious persons residing within 

the United States, and what measures ought to be taken for securing, removing, or otherwise 

restricting such persons, and to report by bill or otherwise.” The House readily granted Sewall 

and the committee this authorization without debate on May 18. Sewall and the committee 

presented a bill “for the prevention and restraint of dangerous and seditious practices” on June 4, 

but this bill was eventually dropped “because its provisions were not sufficiently definite.” The 

bill that eventually became known as Sedition Act emerged in the Senate later in June under the 

sponsorship of Senator James Lloyd of Maryland. Lloyd’s original bill was especially severe, but 

the Senate amended it and on July 4, passed the bill with eighteen votes in favor and six votes 

                                                           
 4 Terri Diane Halperin, The Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798: Testing the Constitution (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2016), 359; Elkins and McKitrick, Age of Federalism, 590-3. 
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against. The following day, the bill was read for the first time in the House of Representatives 

and, after numerous days of heated debate and alterations to the bill, passed on July 10 by a slim 

margin of 44 to 41. On July 14, the president signed the bill into law, among a flurry of other 

laws passed as the second session of the Fifth Congress neared its end. Congress subsequently 

adjourned on July 16. The nation’s reaction to the significant actions of this congressional 

session unfolded over the course of the next year. The most extreme outcry against both the 

Alien and Sedition Acts materialized in the form of the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, 

passed in November and December of 1798 by the legislatures of those states.5 

 The Federalists and Democratic-Republicans saw the results of the next test of their 

respective strength and popularity in the midterm elections for the House of Representatives in 

1798 and 1799. As a result of these elections, the Federalists retained their majority in the House 

of Representatives and actually increased their strength. Of particular note, nearly all of the gains 

made by the Federalist Party in these elections came from the southern states of North Carolina, 

South Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia. In the North Carolina elections, held in August of 1798, 

the state’s delegation to the House of Representatives flipped from a Democratic-Republican 

majority of nine to one to a Federalist majority of seven to three. South Carolina also 

demonstrated their support for the Federalists in their October elections. A Federalist-majority 

delegation of five Federalists and one Democratic-Republican replaced South Carolina’s 

previously evenly divided delegation to the Fifth Congress, composed of three Federalists and 

three Democratic-Republicans. The Federalist Party also gained support in Georgia, where 

                                                           
 5 James Morton Smith, Freedom’s Fetters: The Alien and Sedition Laws and American Civil Liberties 

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1956), 99-111; Elkins and McKitrick, Age of Federalism, 593; Annals of 

Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 1771, 1725, 1868, 1954-1971, 

2034, 2025, 589, 596, 598, 599. 
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Federalists replaced both of the state’s Democratic-Republican Representatives as a result of the 

elections held in November. Unlike the other three states, Virginia held its elections in the spring 

of 1799 after the passage of the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions. The state did not entirely 

switch to a Federalist majority, yet it also saw a surge in Federalist popularity. Virginia’s 

nineteen-member delegation to the Fifth Congress, elected in 1796, only included four 

Federalists, but Virginia doubled its number of Federalist Representatives in 1799, electing eight 

Federalist members. This surge in Federalist popularity seen in these four states, demonstrated 

by these results, occurred after the passage of the extremely questionable Sedition Act. This 

leads to the question – why did these states increase their support for the party that had passed a 

law as questionable as the Sedition Act? The election results in 1798 directly conflict with the 

traditional narrative that the Alien and Sedition Acts marked the start of a slow decline of the 

Federalist Party, culminating in their significant losses in the Election of 1800. Why did the 

Federalist Party experience a boost in popularity in 1798?6  

 This study focuses solely on the reaction to the Sedition Act, which proved difficult to 

justify as a defensive measure and transparently stood as a conflict between the two political 

parties, in the four states that saw an increase in Federalist congressmen after the 1798-1799 

elections. The selection of four southern states – North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and 

Virginia – for examination was not due to any assumed regional cohesion or sectionalism; as 

mentioned, the selection of these four states was based solely on the election results in these 

states in the 1798-1799 elections. The four states that saw a significant uptick in Federalist 

support just happened to lie within the southern region of the nation. Each chapter focuses on the 

                                                           
 6 The senators to the national Congress from each state were generally elected by the state legislature rather 

than by popular election, so the composition of each state’s delegation to the national Senate does not reflect as 

accurately the political trends in the state as does the state’s delegation to the national House of Representatives. 

Manning J. Dauer, The Adams Federalists (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), 233-5, 271-3. 
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unfolding reaction to the Sedition Act, or lack thereof, immediately after its passage in each of 

these four states, with each state presented in chronological order on the basis of their midterm 

election. The first chapter examines North Carolina, where the Federalist press used the crisis 

with France to promote nationalism and overshadow the passage of the Sedition Act. The second 

chapter discusses South Carolina’s fixation on unity in the face of France and how this narrative 

of nationalism and unity in the state may have justified the passage of the act. Georgia, the 

subject of the third chapter, emerged from its cocoon of local issues in 1798 and saw an 

increased emphasis on national issues throughout the state. The election results in Georgia can be 

attributed to a new interest in national politics as well as fatigue with the overbearing leadership 

of the prominent Democratic-Republicans in the state. Notably, the Sedition Act did not result in 

a significant outcry in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. These three states were 

distracted by their varying reactions to the threat of France in 1798 and, as a result, all three saw 

a tendency towards nationalism that year. This national outlook caused these states to vote for 

the Federalists in their midterm elections at a time when the Democratic-Republican Party was 

openly in opposition to a strong national government. The situation in Virginia, the subject of the 

fourth chapter, differs from that in the other three states. Virginia openly displayed opposition to 

the Sedition Act, which resulted in the clear assertion of states’ rights through Virginia’s 

adoption of the controversial Virginia Resolutions. However, as the chapter demonstrates, the 

vocal opposition against the Sedition Act did not represent the sentiment of the entire state. The 

Virginia Resolutions proved to be too extreme for the more moderate-leaning populace and as a 

result, the state also gained Federalists in its spring elections. As the focus of each state was 

temporarily locked on national politics and not generally preoccupied with local issues in 1798, 
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the national elections serve as a useful lens through which to examine the popularity of the 

Federalist agenda in these states.  

 The state-by-state examination of the reaction to the Sedition Act allows individual 

intricacies and differing situations in each state to appear, but each chapter follows a reliable 

formula, which could be applied to other states for subsequent examinations of this topic. The 

chapters begin by tracing the development of the Federalist and Democratic-Republican Parties 

in the examined state. The membership of the state’s delegation to the Fifth Congress is detailed, 

as well as the involvement of each member in the passage of the Sedition Act. The contribution 

of each state’s delegation to the debates about the Sedition Act provides important context for 

the arguments about the law. The involvement or even presence of each member during these 

debates also provides important clues into how nationally-minded the delegation of the state was. 

The most fundamental part of each chapter is the examination of the state’s newspapers. All 

accessible issues of the newspapers published in each state within the timeframe of examination 

were read and scanned for mentions of the Sedition Act, the Adams administration, Congress and 

the state’s Congressmen, France, the X.Y.Z. affair, the upcoming election, and other local 

idiosyncrasies adjusted for each state. For example, mentions of James Jackson and the Yazoo 

crisis were sought in the Georgia papers. The Virginia newspapers were particularly combed for 

the various petitions and resolutions passed by individual counties for and against the Sedition 

Act. After reading the available newspapers, certain trends became apparent in each state, which 

are explained in each chapter. Particularly, the perusal of the newspapers provided either the 

reaction, or lack of, in each state to the Sedition Act, as well as certain factors that may have 

taken attention in each state away from the act’s passage. Lastly, the election results for the 

1798-1799 elections are provided, and the changes to the state’s delegation are ascertained. Each 
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chapter finds a natural stopping point at the state’s 1798 midterm election, with the exception of 

the final chapter. The story of Virginia’s immediate reaction to the Sedition Act truly ends with 

the state legislature’s adoption of the Virginia Resolutions. The Virginia Resolutions more than 

the Sedition Act contributed to the results of Virginia’s 1799 elections.7  

 Modern historians have relied heavily on the term “crisis” to describe the span of years 

during the presidency of John Adams. As part of this crisis, the Sedition Act has been the subject 

of several dramatically-titled inspections and features prominently in the numerous accounts of 

the era. Often, historians have framed the creation and passage of this law as a conflict between 

the two fledgling political parties of the United States, the Federalists and the Democratic-

Republicans, to determine the fate of the nation’s soul and morality. These histories have 

depicted the Federalist Party, which created this act, in a harshly critical manner and often 

neglect to acknowledge, despite the election results in 1798-1799, that the Federalist Party and 

its agenda may have enjoyed any degree of popular support in the period. More recent 

scholarship provides a more balanced view of the Federalists, but most works still interpret the 

act as a conflict between the parties without truly examining its role in the French crisis. 

Additionally, histories have ignored public opinion in regards to the Sedition Act in the 

immediate aftermath of its passage in the summer and fall of 1798 at the expense of the more 

dramatic backlash against the law at the end of 1798 and in 1799, signified by the increase in 

arrests under the Sedition Act as well as by the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions. 

Unfortunately, the 1798 Congressional elections and their unexpected pro-Federalist result 

                                                           
 7 Two newspaper databases were utilized for access to each state’s 1798 newspapers. GenealogyBank, a 

branch of NewsBank, provides access to most of the existing newspapers from South Carolina, Georgia, and 

Virginia in 1798. Digitized North Carolinian newspapers from 1798 can be found on Newspapers.com, a service 

provided by Ancestry. A few scattered issues from North Carolina’s papers can also be found on GenealogyBank 

and in the North Carolina Digital Collections of the North Carolina State Archives. A New Nation Votes, a database 

of early American election results compiled by Philip Lampi and made available by Tufts University Digital 

Collections and Archives and the American Antiquarian Society, was used for the information on election results.   
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typically garner only limited space within studies of the period, as most historians hasten over 

this election in favor of assessing how the crises of 1798 influenced the Election of 1800. Some 

argue that the Sedition Act did not have a significant effect on the elections of 1798 because it 

materialized in the midst of the elections, ignoring the fact that elections in more than half of the 

states in the union occurred after October of 1798. This study particularly seeks to disprove that 

idea. Historians generally agree that the Federalists’ anti-France agenda and actions in the early 

part of 1798 contributed to their successes in the 1798 Congressional elections, an idea that will 

not be refuted in this study. This study seeks to disprove the prevalent narrative that the Alien 

and Sedition Acts contributed greatly to the decline of the Federalists, signified by the results of 

the Election of 1800, instead seeking to demonstrate that these laws did not have an immediate 

effect.  

 Lastly, statewide or regional treatments of the Federalist Party in the 1790s, especially in 

the southern portion of the United States, are slim, generally because the southern states are 

assumed to be a stronghold of the Democratic-Republican Party in the 1790s. Studies of the 

southern states in the early national period, at odds with the lack of a conscious sectional identity 

in this period, exist but interestingly, often begin with the years immediately after John Adams’s 

presidency. Historians often do not recognize that the individual states experienced these crises 

of 1798 in different ways, and the experience of Virginia is very often extended to the entirety of 

the southern states. For example, certain works proclaim that the southern states reacted strongly 

against the Sedition Act, an argument which may be true in Virginia but is not true in the rest of 

the south. This differentiation of experience has been largely ignored by historians who want to 

present a more dramatic narrative.8    

                                                           
 8 For general histories of the Federalist era, see: Wood, Empire of Liberty; Elkins and McKitrick, Age of 

Federalism; Sharp, American Politics in the Early Republic; Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., The Jeffersonian 
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 This study seeks to fill gaps in the existing historiography of the subject. Most volumes 

dedicated to the Alien and Sedition Acts focus on the passage, enforcement, and legal aspects of 

the act. These works include James Morton Smith’s Freedom’s Fetters, John C. Miller’s Crisis 

in Freedom, and Terri Halperin’s The Alien and Sedition Acts. The political effects and reaction 

towards these acts are more often to be found in more general studies of the period, such as 

Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick’s The Age of Federalism or Gordon S. Wood’s Empire of 

Liberty. The only focused treatment about the reaction to the Sedition Act can be found in 

Douglas Bradburn’s article, “A Clamor in the Public Mind: Opposition to the Alien and Sedition 

Acts,” published in The William and Mary Quarterly. While Bradburn’s article furthers this 

subject greatly, he concentrated on the vocal reaction against the Sedition Act in states like 

Kentucky, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. His work does not touch on the 

reaction in states that did not outwardly oppose it, including South Carolina, North Carolina, and 

Georgia. This study about the reaction in the southern states will hopefully continue Bradburn’s 

work and further the subject to explore why certain states did not join in opposition to the act.   

                                                           
Republicans: The Formation of Party Organization, 1789-1801 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 

Press, 1957); and John C. Miller, The Federalist Era 1789-1801 (Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, Inc., 1960). 

Works that focus on the Federalist Party during the Adams administration include: Dauer, Adams Federalists; 

Stephen G. Kurtz’s The Presidency of John Adams: The Collapse of Federalism, 1795-1800 (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1957). The first article specifically about the Alien and Sedition Acts was Frank 

Maloy Anderson’s “The Enforcement of the Alien and Sedition Laws,” Annual Report of the American Historical 

Association for 1912 (Washington, 1914): 113-126. The first book-length works about the Alien and Sedition Acts 

include: Smith, Freedom’s Fetters; John C. Miller, Crisis in Freedom: The Alien and Sedition Acts (Boston: Little, 

Brown and Company, 1951). These works are sensationalist and colored by the ideas of the Cold War era during 

which they were written. More recent studies are more balanced. Halperin’s Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 focuses 

on the passage and enforcement of the Alien and Sedition Acts. Douglas Bradburn, “A Clamor in the Public Mind: 

Opposition to the Alien and Sedition Acts” The William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 65 no. 3 (July 2008): 565-600 

discusses the reaction against the acts in states that displayed a reaction against the acts (leaving out most of the 

south). Lisle A. Rose, Prologue to Democracy: The Federalists in the South, 1789-1800 (Lexington, KY: University 

of Kentucky Press, 1968) presents the most comprehensive regional study of the 1790s Federalists in the south. 

Another examination is Thomas P. Abernethy, The South in the New Nation 1789-1819 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 

State University Press, 1961) though Abernethy only glazes over the Sedition Act and the reaction to it.  
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 Ultimately, this study will seek to prove that, although the Sedition Act could have 

caused an immediate constitutional crisis and provoked a reaction in the Democratic-Republican 

southern states, it did not. Importantly, the voters of each of the southern states had the 

opportunity for information about the Sedition Act prior to their election. The southern states, in 

spite of the Sedition Act, exhibited a growth in nationalism and a more national focus, 

demonstrated by their increased support for the Federalist Party, as a result of the threat of war 

with France. While the support for the Federalist Party might have only been temporary in these 

states, an examination of the events of 1798 provides insight into national politics at the time and 

helps uncover the journey by which the nation and its political parties developed.
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CHAPTER II 

HODGE’S ORCHESTRATION: THE SEDITION ACT, THE PRESS, AND THE 1798 

ELECTIONS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

 After the Federalist majority in the Fifth Congress passed the controversial Alien and 

Sedition Acts, opposition leaders Thomas Jefferson and James Madison began planning their 

counterstrike. They envisioned a series of resolutions against the laws that would weaken the 

power of the Federalist Party and hopefully kill the Alien and Sedition Acts. In Jefferson’s 

original vision, the state legislatures of Virginia and North Carolina, two bastions of the 

Democratic-Republican Party, would pass these resolutions. However, in August of 1798, North 

Carolina surprised Jefferson and the nation by replacing its solidly Democratic-Republican 

Congressional delegation with a Federalist majority delegation in its midterm elections. 

Afterwards, Jefferson doubted the state’s commitment to the opposition party so much that he 

selected Kentucky as the vehicle for his resolutions in place of North Carolina. Why did North 

Carolina, historically one of the most stubbornly anti-federalist states, proclaim its commitment 

to the Adams administration just weeks after the passage of the overreaching and questionably 

constitutional Sedition Act? Simply, the state was distracted by the threat of war with France, as 

tensions mounted between the fledgling United States and its one-time friend throughout the 

spring and summer of 1798. Additionally, the Democratic-Republican Party did not have a 

vehicle to decry either the Sedition Act or the Federalist administration in the state of North 

Carolina, marked by its solidly Federalists or apolitical newspapers. The Sedition Act, though 

vigorously refuted by North Carolina’s Congressmen, did not receive enough publicity or 
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criticism prior to the Congressional elections to dissuade the state from supporting the Federalist 

Party in the panicked atmosphere of 1798.1   

 The early national politics of North Carolina during the formative years of the United 

States has seen a degree of interest from historians. North Carolina in the 1790s proves 

complicated, as it is an assumed Democratic-Republican state with Federalist press. Historians 

have generally attributed the 1798 shift in Federalist popularity to the developing X.Y.Z. crisis as 

well as the threat of war with France, a conclusion that will not be refuted here. Additionally, 

historians have noted the role of the press, particularly the lack of an opposition press in 1798, as 

significant to this shift in the Federalist fortunes in the state. Histories of the subject have not 

attempted to measure the immediate reaction, or lack thereof, to the Sedition Act prior to the 

1798 elections. Therefore, while the conclusions offered in this chapter may not be new, this 

chapter will use the Sedition Act and the events surrounding it as a lens through which to view 

the shifting political opinion of North Carolina in 1798. North Carolina’s situation differed from 

its southern sisters. The state was perhaps more solidly anti-administration than South Carolina 

or Virginia, and its factions demonstrated concern over national politics, unlike Georgia. By 

these qualifications, it should have had an immediate reaction against the Sedition Act, but it did 

not, and this surprising lack of a reaction merits examination. Additionally, North Carolina’s 

newspapers, either Federalist-leaning or apolitical, seemingly influenced the political opinions of 

the day through the choice in the content they published or did not publish.2  

                                                           
 1 Thomas Jefferson to Wilson Cary Nicholas, 5 October 1798, Founders Online, National Archives, 

Accessed September 23, 2017, http://founders.archives.gov/documents/Jefferson/01-30-02-0372. 

 2 An overview of the Federalist Party in North Carolina can be found in the short and dated treatment of 

politics in North Carolina of Henry McGilbert Wagstaff, Federalism in North Carolina (Chapel Hill: The University 

of North Carolina Press, 1910). Delbert Harold Gilpatrick, Jeffersonian Democracy in North Carolina 1789-1816 
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remarkably useful despite its age. Further information on early national North Carolinian politics can also be found 

in Lisle A. Rose, Prologue to Democracy: The Federalists in the South 1789-1800 (Lexington: University of 

Kentucky Press, 1968). 
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 In the aftermath of the American Revolution, North Carolina faced a dire situation and 

lagged in development behind its slightly more centralized neighbors, Virginia and South 

Carolina. Comparatively, North Carolina was exceedingly rural and remained so throughout the 

eighteenth century, lacking any significant commercial centers similar to Richmond, Virginia, or 

Charleston, South Carolina. The Revolution disrupted the finances of the state, resulting in heavy 

taxes and devalued paper money, and the local government faced crippling inefficiency and 

powerlessness. No newspapers existed in North Carolina between 1778 and 1783, and the state 

lacked a capital city until the creation of the city of Raleigh in the 1790s.3  

 During this period, two factions, the conservatives and radicals, appeared in North 

Carolina and served as the precursors to the more national factions that emerged during the 

debates over the Constitution and then later during the presidency of George Washington. The 

radical faction represented the majority of North Carolina’s population, encompassing the state’s 

numerous poor and uneducated farmers, concentrated in the western backcountry but found 

throughout the state. By contrast, the conservative faction drew from the state’s minority 

educated merchant and planter classes, often lawyers, found sporadically along the state’s 

seaboard and eastern small towns. The two factions differed in opinion over issues such as 

currency and taxation, trade with England, and the treatment of former Loyalists. Most 

significantly, the factions disagreed about the amount of strength they desired for the national 

government, with conservatives favoring a stronger national government. Following the 

Constitutional Convention of 1787, the conservative and radical factions generally transitioned 

                                                           
 3 Thomas Perkins Abernethy, The South in the New Nation (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 

1961), 13; William S. Powell, North Carolina through Four Centuries (Chapel Hill: The University of North 

Carolina Press, 1910), 208-209; Hugh Talmadge Lefler and Albert Ray Newsome, North Carolina: The History of a 

Southern State (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1954), 239-45; Stephen Beauregard Weeks, 

The Press of North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century (Brooklyn: Historical Printing Club, 1891), 35. 
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into Federalist and Anti-Federalist groups, respectively. The Anti-Federalist majority in the state 

balked at ratifying the Constitution, objecting to its lack of a Bill of Rights, until North Carolina 

faced the pressure of isolation as one of only two states left out of the new united federal 

government. North Carolina became the twelfth state to ratify the Constitution in November 

1789, several months after the inauguration of the first president, George Washington, under the 

new Constitution. As Federalist leader Archibald Maclaine wrote to James Iredell, “the people in 

general [could not] bear the idea of living out of the Union.” 4  

 As political parties emerged in the new nation, North Carolina considered itself a 

concretely Democratic-Republican state with a handful of significant, but outlying, Federalist 

leaders, such as Samuel Johnston, James Iredell, William Richardson Davie, and John Steele. In 

the minds of most, the state had only joined the Union out of necessity, rather than excitedly, and 

the state’s political leadership generally sided with anti-administration policies more often than 

not. Specifically, the state’s politicians generally opposed ideas that overtly empowered the 

federal government, notably the Judiciary Act of 1789 and the financial plan of Alexander 

Hamilton, in favor of retaining the power of the states and promoting a strict interpretation of the 

Constitution. Jay’s Treaty (1794) proved deeply unpopular in North Carolina, where anti-British 

sentiment had remained strong since the Revolution. In the 1796 presidential election, an overt 

display of the entrenchment of the Democratic-Republican Party within the state, North 

Carolina’s electors in the Electoral College cast only one vote for Federalist candidate John 

Adams and eleven votes for his Democratic-Republican rival, Thomas Jefferson. Leading into 
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the Adams presidency, North Carolina demonstrated a strong commitment to the causes of strict 

construction, the Democratic-Republican Party, and states’ rights.5 

 The members of North Carolina’s delegation to the Fifth United States Congress, elected 

in 1796 and serving in three sessions between March 1797 and March 1799, reflected the anti-

administration political trends in the state. The delegation consisted of twelve members, 

including its two senators. Out of the entire delegation, only one member, William Barry Grove, 

belonged to the Federalist Party. Grove, a lawyer from Fayetteville serving District 7, had served 

in the United States Congress since 1791 and was the only North Carolinian to vote in favor of 

Jay’s Treaty in 1794; however, Grove was not an exceptionally vocal Congressman throughout 

the Fifth Congress. The remainder of the state’s Representatives, all firm Democratic-

Republicans, included Joseph McDowell of District 1, Matthew Locke of District 2, Robert 

Williams of District 3, Richard Stanford of District 4, Nathaniel Macon of District 5, James 

Gillespie of District 6, Dempsey Burges of District 8, Thomas Blount of District 9, and Nathan 

Bryan of District 10. Locke, Macon, Gillespie, Burges, Blount, and Bryan had served previously 

in the Fourth Congress and won reelection in 1796 along with Grove. Bryan died on June 4, 

1798, prior to the end of the second session; subsequently, the voters of the tenth district replaced 

him for the third session with Richard Dobbs Spaight, a former governor of North Carolina who 

was likely elected as a Federalist to fill Bryan’s seat but later switched allegiance. North 

Carolina’s two senators in the Fifth Congress, Benjamin Hawkins and Alexander Martin, were 

also Democratic-Republicans.6 

                                                           
 5 Lefler, North Carolina, 271-80; Wagstaff, Federalism in North Carolina, 19-29; Gilpatrick, Jeffersonian 

Democracy in North Carolina, 37-82. 
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 After the passage of Jay’s Treaty in 1794 and the increased French aggressions against 

the United States as a result of the treaty, the sentiment of the American public turned markedly 

against France, even in historically pro-French North Carolina. As the Adams administration 

faced the looming threat of war with France, the majority Federalists of the Fifth Congress 

undertook several measures to provide for the defense of the country and pave the way for war. 

North Carolina’s delegation to the Fifth Congress, with the exception of Grove, adamantly 

opposed the agenda of the administration and voted against any measure connected to the 

possibility of war with France in the first and second sessions. Though the careers of Locke, 

Stanford, Gillespie, Burges, and Blount generally proved unremarkable in all three sessions of 

the Fifth Congress, their colleagues McDowell, Williams, and Macon constituted a vocal 

opposition. Notably, following the conclusion of the first session in July 1797, only the lone 

Federalist Grove merited a laudatory letter from the citizens of his district, published in Hall’s 

Wilmington Gazette on August 27.7 

 The pro-war, anti-French hysteria in the United States reached a critical point in March 

and April 1798, when news of the X.Y.Z. affair spread throughout the nation. The Fifth 

Congress, in its second session, reacted to the X.Y.Z. Affair by passing a flurry of measures that 

fed into the pro-war panic that engulfed the nation. The Sedition Act emerged at this time, and 

prompted heated reactions from North Carolina’s Democratic-Republican Representatives. 

Specifically, they argued against the constitutionality of the act. Joseph McDowell argued that 

the bill violated the first amendment of the Constitution, and he additionally disputed the 

Federalist justification for the bill. The Federalists claimed that pro-French newspapers, that also 

happened to support the Democratic-Republican opposition, needed to be quieted before they 
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provoked insurrection. McDowell exposed the partisan bias behind this argument, stating that 

plenty of pro-Federalist newspapers published just as much libel as the anti-Federalist papers. In 

a related debate about the possibility of granting the federal government the power to remove 

seditious aliens, Robert Williams claimed that he did not support the proposal on the basis that 

the Constitution did not allow the federal government to take such powers for itself. He stated 

that the federal government “had grown out of the State Governments and from the people” and 

that the federal government “can have no other power than what is given to it from the state 

Governments and by the people, in the Constitution.” Therefore, according to Williams, 

Congress could not pass any such law in the first place.8 

 Nathaniel Macon, the most vocal of the North Carolinians, launched the most significant 

argument against the bill from the North Carolina delegation. Like McDowell and Williams, 

Macon objected to the bill on constitutional grounds. Unlike other laws that Congress had passed 

which had merely “violated the spirit” of the Constitution, the Sedition bill “directly violated the 

letter of the Constitution,” claimed Macon. He echoed Williams’ sentiment that only the states, 

and not the federal government, had the power to prosecute libel in the first place, “as the 

Constitution gave no power to Congress to pass laws on this subject.” He reiterated that the 

federal government “depends upon the State Legislatures for existence.” He also argued that the 

proposed Sedition Act violated the freedom of the press outlined in the first amendment to the 

Constitution. Additionally, he contended, this violation of the first amendment would only set 

precedent for further violations. He stated that “if a law like this was passed, to abridge the 

liberty of the press, Congress would have the same right to pass a law making an establishment 

of religion or to prohibit its free exercise, as all are contained in the same clause of the 
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Constitution.” Macon later reiterated his belief that the sedition bill could lead to the 

“establishment of a national religion.” Furthermore, Macon reasoned that such a law, though 

unconstitutional anyway, would backfire once implemented. Impeding “free discussion,” said 

Macon, would only cause those “dissatisfied with the government” to unite and meet in secret to 

plot the overthrow of the government. The proposed law would only “produce more uneasiness” 

in an already uneasy time.9  

 Despite the numerous objections of the Democratic-Republican minority, including 

Macon, the Sedition Act became law on July 14, 1798. In the House of Representatives, the 

entirety of North Carolina’s delegation, with the exception of Federalist Grove and deceased 

Bryan, voted against the bill. In the Senate, surprisingly, Alexander Martin voted in favor of the 

bill. North Carolina’s Congressmen did not have to wait long to discover how their constituents 

viewed their actions in the Fifth Congress, as the state held its 1798 elections for its 

Representatives to the United States Congress only a few weeks later on August 10, 1798.10  

 The availability and motivations of North Carolina’s newspapers undoubtedly had an 

effect on the dissemination of information and therefore, public opinion in the state amid the pro-

war, anti-French atmosphere of 1798. At the outset of the Adams administration, North Carolina 

remained a firmly rural state with a remarkably dispersed population and so the diffusion of 

news undoubtedly took longer than in other states. North Carolina lacked a printing press of its 

own until 1749, and the first newspaper printed in the state was James Davis’s North Carolina 

Gazette, which began publication in 1751. Before that, laws and other printed materials such as 

newspapers available in North Carolina originated in South Carolina or Virginia. By 1798, the 
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state only supported five newspapers total. Unsurprisingly, the state’s newspapers were often 

partisan as well, but their partisanship often reflected the audience of the paper. The small 

Federalist faction in North Carolina comprised generally lawyers and merchants, as well as those 

who lived in the few and sparse towns and cities of the state where newspapers were printed. 

Conversely, North Carolina’s Democratic-Republicans typically hailed from the numerous rural 

pockets of the state, which typically lacked printing presses. As a result, North Carolina, a firmly 

Democratic-Republican state prior to 1798, lacked a Democratic-Republican newspaper until 

1799, as all five of the papers published in the state during that year were either Federalist-

leaning or neutral. This noticeable dearth of Democratic-Republican voices in the press meant 

that Federalists essentially controlled popular opinion in North Carolina’s population centers, as 

they controlled the dissemination of information. The Federalist newspapers used this control to 

their advantage in an atmosphere that increasingly welcomed the Federalist opinion.11   

 The most widely circulated newspaper in North Carolina during this period was the 

weekly North-Carolina Journal printed in Halifax by Abraham Hodge. Hodge had served as the 

official printer of the state from 1785 until 1800, except for a brief interlude in 1798 when the 

state legislature awarded that title to Allmand Hall. Throughout this time, Hodge had become 

increasingly more Federalist in his opinions, and although he claimed that his newspaper 

remained impartial, the content of the paper proved otherwise. Of the papers published in North 

Carolina in 1798, Hodge’s North-Carolina Journal had the most content with few 

advertisements. Hodge, in partnership with his nephew William Boylan, also published the 
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North-Carolina Minerva and Fayetteville Advertiser weekly in Fayetteville. Edenton boasted the 

State Gazette of North Carolina, under the provision of James Wills, whose brother, Henry, 

previously partnered with Hodge to publish the North-Carolina Journal. Allmand Hall published 

Hall’s Wilmington Gazette, a relatively new paper that Hall had begun publishing in 1797. Hall, 

whose gazette displayed a marked lacked of bias, replaced Hodge as the state’s printer in 1798 

because Hodge presumably had become too Federalist for the taste of the Democratic-

Republican state legislature. Lastly, in New Bern, John Chevor Osborn published the weekly 

Newbern Gazette. Today, most issues of Hodge’s North Carolina Journal survive but only 

scattered issues of the other papers remain; yet, Hodge’s paper was also the most widely 

circulated paper in the state and therefore, had the widest impact. Hodge’s papers, capitalizing on 

the prospective crisis with France, surely contributed to the increasingly warmer reception 

toward the friends of the government in North Carolina in 1798, which culminated in the 1798 

Congressional elections and a subsequent significant Federalist political victory in North 

Carolina.12  

 In the few months prior to the 1798 Congressional election, extant newspaper issues from 

North Carolina demonstrate that the billowing crisis with France gripped the consciousness of 

the state. Surviving North Carolinian newspapers in the months prior to the Congressional 

elections in August overflowed with foreign news and speculation. News of France and 

England’s military engagements in Europe, as well as news of naval engagements, featured 

prominently. Additionally, reports about the Irish Rebellion appeared often. The few newspapers 

of the state also periodically published updates on Congressional proceedings, generally noting 
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the wartime measures that traveled through Congress during the spring and summer of 1798. 

Various speeches and approbations of the federal government and particularly President Adams, 

generally lifted from other newspapers, also made their way into the newspapers of North 

Carolina. However, based on the content of the surviving newspapers, North Carolinians in the 

summer of 1798 were exceedingly preoccupied with the latest granules of information about the 

X.Y.Z. affair and the fate of American negotiations with France.  Throughout the months of June 

and July, Hodge purposefully inundated his readership with lengthy reprinting of letters between 

the American ambassadors to France, President Adams, and Talleyrand in the North-Carolina 

Journal. These frequent articles, often featured on the front page, perpetuated the flurry of gossip 

in the aftermath of the X.Y.Z. affair well into August of 1798. 

 News of the X.Y.Z. affair first made its way into the North-Carolina Journal on April 2, 

1798, and the news of what happened unfolded in the paper for the next several months. The 

North-Carolina Journal filled its June issues with news of the diplomatic situation in France. 

Reprints of letters concerning the crisis filled the front pages of the June 4 and June 11 issues. 

The June 18 issue noted on the front page that no further news from France had been received 

but featured the address of President Adams to Congress concerning the X.Y.Z. affair on the 

second page. The extra for the June 18 issue additionally published an extremely anti-French 

letter from a gentleman in Hartford “who bore a distinguished part in our revolutionary war—

who was four years ago inimical to Great Britain and enthusiastically friendly to the French 

revolution.” On June 25, the front page contained snippets of news about the war in Europe, but 

covered Congressional proceedings against France on the second and third pages. Hodge’s paper 

was not the only newspaper printing an overload of the X.Y.Z. dispatches. Hall’s Wilmington 
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Gazette and the North-Carolina Minerva and Fayetteville Advertiser also published dispatches 

on June 21 and June 23 respectively.13  

 The July issues of The North-Carolina Journal followed a similar pattern, with more 

front-page printings of letters, calls for war, and articles related to the diplomatic crisis. A 

circular directed to militia officers from Major General William R. Davie in the July 2 issue 

stated that “a continued system of tyranny, injustice and depredation on the part of the French 

nation, has at length produced a crisis which demands the serious attention of every friend to the 

independence, honour and safety of our country.” He continued by declaring that the United 

States “[had] been compelled to [abandon] all hopes of peace with the French nation,” 

demonstrating how far the crisis had deepened by early July. A selection of letters from 

Talleyrand spanned the first and second pages of the same issue, followed on the third page by 

Congressional news related to the X.Y.Z. affair. An abstract of the Alien Act also appeared, 

seemingly in response to Governor Samuel Ashe’s proclamation that black persons, particularly 

anyone from Haiti, were not allowed to enter the state. The July 7 issue of the North Carolina 

Minerva echoed the calls for war. More dispatches from the envoys in France filled most of the 

July 9 issue of the North Carolina Journal. A letter from “A Citizen of Halifax,” published in the 

July 16 issue of the North Carolina Journal heavily criticized Congress for their hesitation to 

declare war on France. A laudatory address for President Adams from citizens of Franklin 

County in North Carolina also appeared on the front page. Several articles about the unfolding 

issue of immigrants from Haiti appeared in the same issue, as well as the full text of the Alien 

Act. Hodge followed the Alien Act with an aside urging all citizens to assist in the enforcement 
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of this law. News from France and London occupied the front page on July 23, followed by news 

about Congressional proceedings and various shipping news. Most concerning, however, was an 

article proclaiming “FRENCH INVASION,” which stated that reports from France indicated that 

the French busied themselves with preparations for an invasion. As shown, most of the news 

printed in North Carolina’s most widely circulated newspapers pertained to the possibility of war 

with France. 14 

 While the nation prepared for war, Congress passed the Sedition Act, but the passage of 

this controversial bill barely registered in North Carolina’s newspapers. News about the 

proposed Sedition bill first appeared as late as June 23, when the North-Carolina Minerva and 

Fayetteville Advertiser first mentioned the existence of the bill in an article about Congressional 

proceedings. On July 9, the more widely-circulated North-Carolina Journal in Halifax published 

the news about the introduction of the original version of the bill in the Senate, proposed by 

James Lloyd of Maryland. Later, on July 23, the North-Carolina Journal published pieces of the 

text of the Sedition Act and stated that the bill had passed in the House of Representatives. The 

names of those who voted for and against the bill were also published. Though the news about 

the Sedition Act’s passage was available in at least Halifax prior to the 1798 Congressional 

elections, whether or not that news circulated throughout significant portions of the state remains 
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unclear. Yet, the state did have the news that the bill had been proposed in Congress by the 

beginning of July. The proximity of the passage of the Sedition Act and North Carolina’s 

Congressional election seemingly prevented the electorate from processing and responding to the 

Sedition Act in any significant way before the election. Even if the majority of North Carolinians 

knew about the Sedition Act prior to the Congressional elections, how much they cared about it, 

when clearly distracted by more pressing issues, still remains questionable.15  

 In the weeks before the Congressional elections in August, the state’s newspapers also 

peppered their issues with a few candidacy announcements and articles about the candidates, but 

the Sedition Act did not appear to be a concern for these candidates. Federalists William H. Hill 

and Alfred Moore announced their candidacies for the Congressional race in District 6 in the 

May 31 and June 21 issue of Hall’s Wilmington Gazette, respectively. Both candidates noted the 

“momentous” and “troubled” situation plaguing the country and pledged themselves to its aid. 

William Barry Grove’s candidacy was announced “with pleasure” by the North Carolina 

Minerva and Fayetteville Advertiser. On July 9, Hodge reprinted a selection from the Gazette of 

the United States accusing Joseph McDowell, District 1’s incumbent representative in Congress, 

of collusion with the French. The evidence provided of this association is a snippet from a 

circular letter written by McDowell, which the paper printed. In the circular letter, McDowell 

accused the Federalists of working towards a “long premeditated plan” to bring the nation into 

war against France with the intention of aiding the British. Ultimately, according to McDowell’s 
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letter, the Federalist goal was to form an alliance with Britain and establish a monarchy in the 

United States. McDowell did not run for reelection. John M. Binford, a Federalist candidate to 

represent District 9, and David Stone, a Federalist candidate for District 8, both published 

candidacy announcements in the North Carolina Journal beginning on July 16. Binford 

explicitly pledged his “support of the government.” On August 6, the eve of the election, a 

communication published in the North-Carolina Journal also decried the incumbent 

representatives, except William Barry Grove, calling them “pretend patriots” and criticizing 

them for their continued opposition to the administration during a time of crisis. The message 

also urged North Carolinians to elect new Congressmen to “shew our fellow-citizens that we by 

no means approve of the conduct of our present Representatives.”16 

 The most intriguing news about a candidate in North Carolina’s 1798 Congressional 

elections involved Hodge’s seemingly deliberate attempt to sabotage incumbent Thomas 

Blount’s candidacy just days before the election in the August 6 issue of the North-Carolina 

Journal. On the front page of the issue, Hodge reprinted the content of a handbill circulated by 

Thomas Blount, in which Blount defended himself against accusations of corruption and denied 

association with the more corrupt actions of his brother, John Gray Blount. Accompanying 

Blount’s handbill was a letter from North Carolina’s solicitor general, Ed Jones, stating that an 

investigation against Blount was not currently in progress. An editorial letter from “An Elector” 

then purported to evaluate the character of Blount. The Elector tied Blount to the corruption and 

fraud that Blount denied, claiming that Blount was indeed a land speculator. Adding to the fire, 
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the elector stated that “if positively denying charges, were sufficient to exculpate a man, very 

few would be found guilty.” On the last page of the issue, a Richard H. Long interjected and 

described an encounter that occurred between Hodge and Blount on July 29. According to Long, 

Blount demanded that Hodge tell him the identity of “An Elector,” which Hodge refused to 

provide, after which Blount beat Hodge with a cane. Hodge followed Long’s story with a 

message of his own, explaining his motivations for the publication of these pieces, stating that he 

believed it should be public knowledge since Blount was a candidate for public office. 

Interestingly, Hodge mentions the Sedition Act in his teardown of Blount. Referring to his 

encounter with Blount, Hodge mused: 

When the Sedition bill, as it is called, was lately argued in Congress, Mr. Blount and his 

confederates, were violently clamourous against it, as restraining and destroying the 

liberty of the press—but the sedition bill, however objectionable, allows at least a fair and 

impartial trial in a court of justice—Mr. Blount on his arrival in North Carolina not only 

presumes to judge, but makes an impotent attack to avenge.—Is there not a degree of 

inconsistency between the conduct of Mr. Blount in Philadelphia and in Halifax…? 

 

Hodge mentioned the Sedition Act in his invective against Blount more as a convenient jab and 

not so much as a huge point of contention in the upcoming election; however, Hodge clearly 

made a concerted effort to sabotage Blount, as well as other Democratic-Republican candidates 

through his selections published in the North-Carolina Journal.17      

  North Carolina’s Congressional elections transpired on August 9 and 10, 1798, and 

demonstrated a significant shift in public opinion. Seven districts, out of a total ten, elected 

supposed Federalists to represent them in the United States Congress. In District 1, incumbent 

Joseph McDowell did not offer himself as a candidate and so Federalist candidate Joseph 

                                                           
 17 “To the Freemen of the counties of Halifax, Northampton, Martin, Edgcombe, Pitt and Beaufort, 

composing Election District No. 9,” The North-Carolina Journal (Halifax, NC), August 6, 1798; “To the Freemen 

of the counties of Halifax, Northampton, Martin, Edgcombe, Pitt and Beaufort, composing Election District No. 9,” 

The North-Carolina Journal (Halifax, NC), August 6, 1798; “Richard H. Long,” The North-Carolina Journal 

(Halifax, NC), August 6, 1798; “TO THE PUBLIC,” The North-Carolina Journal (Halifax, NC), August 6, 1798.   
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Dickson secured 55.1 percent of the vote in this district, beating the Democratic-Republican 

candidate James Holland by 393 votes. The District 2 incumbent, Matthew Locke, suffered a 

crippling defeat to Federalist Archibald Henderson, who won 84.4 percent of the vote. 

Democratic-Republican Robert Williams, the incumbent from District 3, secured reelection with 

a significant percentage of 69.8 percent of the votes. The results in District 4 were closer, but the 

incumbent Democratic-Republican Richard Stanford also retained his seat with 54.5 percent of 

the vote. Nathaniel Macon from District 5 won reelection as well but ran unopposed. In District 

6, 50.1 percent of the voters selected Federalist newcomer William H. Hill to replace the 

incumbent James Gillespie. William Barry Grove, who also faced no challengers in this election, 

easily won reelection in District 7. In District 8, Federalist David Stone with 40.0 percent beat 

fellow Federalist candidate Charles Johnson as well as incumbent Dempsey Burges. Reported 

Federalist Willis Alston won the District 9 election, beating incumbent Thomas Blount, with 

only 37.4 percent of the votes in what proved to be a close race. Lastly, Richard Dobbs Spaight, 

another rumored Federalist secured the empty seat left behind by Nathan Bryan with 66.5 

percent of the votes. North Carolina’s delegation to the United States Congress shifted from nine 

Democratic-Republicans and one Federalist to what appeared to be three Democratic-

Republicans and seven Federalists.18  

                                                           
 18 “HALIFAX, AUGUST 13,” The North-Carolina Journal (Halifax, NC), August 13, 1798;  

A New Nation Votes, “North Carolina 1798 U.S. House of Representatives, District 1,” Digital Collections and 

Archives at Tufts University, http://elections.lib.tufts.edu/catalog/tufts:nc.uscongress1.1798; A New Nation Votes, 

“North Carolina 1798 U.S. House of Representatives, District 2,” Digital Collections and Archives at Tufts 

University, http://elections.lib.tufts.edu/catalog/tufts:nc.uscongress2.1798; A New Nation Votes, “North Carolina 
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 Federalists across the country celebrated the surprising shift in North Carolina’s 

Congressional delegation. Hodge seemingly took joy in taunting Blount about his loss, as he 

inserted the following into an article about the election results in the August 20 issue of the 

North-Carolina Journal: “In 1796 Blount had a majority of more than 1200 votes—At the 

present election, all the Candidates, except himself, avowed their determination to support the 

measures of our government, and were generally supported on that principle.” Noting other 

Federalist victories across the state, Hodge called the “triumph to all true friends of our country” 

a “happy change of public opinion.” After a long wait, the North-Carolina Journal’s October 1 

issue published the final election results, noting “we reckon Seven Federalists—What a fatal 

blow to the French Faction!” Newspapers in other states also noted the changing winds in North 

Carolina. Porcupine’s Gazette from Philadelphia on September 20 announced a “Federal 

Triumph in the North Carolina Election,” speculating that “North Carolina will not have a single 

sans-culotte in the next congress.” The notion that North Carolina had elected all Federalists to 

Congress also appeared in the September 11 issue of the Albany Centinel. The Federalist Party, 

however, did not realize that their victory was to be short-lived, as many of the newly elected 

Federalist representatives proved to be anything but, once the pressure of the French crisis had 

dissipated.19     
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 North Carolina experienced a remarkable and surprising shift in 1798, transforming from 

one of the most ardently anti-administration states in the union to a state that cried for unity 

behind the administration within a matter of weeks. The prospect of a war with France, and the 

continual reminders of this threat in the state’s newspapers, had so thoroughly both spooked and 

seduced North Carolinians in 1798 that they were willing to overlook the more questionable 

actions, particularly the Sedition Act, of the Federalist-controlled Fifth Congress. In fact, the 

voters of the state selected a majority of Federalists to represent them in the United States 

Congress in August of 1798, despite the passage of the Sedition Act by the Federalist Party only 

weeks prior. The state’s Federalist-leaning press, though limited, perpetuated the war fever week 

after week in the newspapers and helped usher the Federalist Party to victory in 1798. The 

Democratic-Republican Party learned in 1798 the consequences of a state besieged by Federalist 

newspapers, and so North Carolina’s Democratic-Republican leaders implored Joseph Gales to 

establish an opposition paper in Raleigh the next year. The Federalist Party never cemented its 

hold over the state after the problems with France quieted, and Federalism eventually proved to 

be a fleeting trend in North Carolina that would never reappear in the state. As far as many 

historians are concerned, the Federalist victories in 1798 amount to only a mere blip in the 

political history of the state; however, this blip demonstrates the impact of the French crisis in 

1798 as well as the influence of the newspapers, and it also proves that the crisis over the 

Sedition Act was not immediate.20   

 

 

 

                                                           
 20 Gilpatrick, Jeffersonian Democracy in North Carolina, 104-5. 
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CHAPTER III 

HARPER’S IMAGE: THE SEDITION ACT AND THE 1798 ELECTIONS IN SOUTH 

CAROLINA 

 Given South Carolina’s nineteenth-century proclivity for antagonizing the national 

government, imagining the state’s desire for a unified nation under a strong central government 

in the eighteenth century proves difficult. Within a generation of the Sedition Act’s passage, 

South Carolina’s politicians would utilize key arguments against the Sedition Act, as outlined in 

the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, to concoct their own anti-national idea of nullification 

during the Nullification Crisis. Yet, in the 1790s, these states’ rights tendencies had not yet 

developed in the state. In fact, South Carolina was the lone state in the south where the Federalist 

Party exerted a significant degree of influence because of the state’s strong mercantile interests. 

The possibility of war with France that unfolded over the latter half of the decade threatened 

these interests, and the state’s low-country leaders urged the state to support the national 

government in the face of crisis. Within this context, South Carolina did not react harshly toward 

the Federalist administration of the Adams presidency. Certain politicians from South Carolina, 

especially Representative Robert Goodloe Harper, even assisted in shaping the Federalist agenda 

and consequently, South Carolina actually played a role in the passage of the Sedition Act. This 

resulted in a lack of reaction toward the Sedition Act immediately after its passage. Months later 

in South Carolina’s 1798 Congressional elections, the state’s voters actually strengthened their 

support for the Federalist Party. The lack of apparent opposition to the Sedition Act and the show 

of support for the Federalist Party in 1798 demonstrates that the people of South Carolina may 

have tacitly tolerated the Sedition Act as a defense against France, a toleration bolstered by an 

almost threatening pro-administration rhetoric perpetuated by the state’s elites and newspapers. 
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Only thirty-four years before the Nullification Crisis, South Carolina leaned heavily towards 

nationalism.  

 Historians have largely neglected to examine South Carolina and the state’s relationship 

with the national political scene in the tumultuous 1790s. The only notable work devoted to 

South Carolinian politics in this period is U. B. Phillips’ two-part article, “The South Carolina 

Federalists.” The state’s political history in the 1790s has been discussed in other more 

comprehensive works such as Lisle A. Rose’s Prologue to Democracy: The Federalists in the 

South 1789-1800 and Thomas P. Abernethy’s The South in the New Nation 1789-1819, but only Rose’s 

work attempts to provided conclusions specifically about South Carolina. Additionally, a few 

biographical volumes have been written about some of the major political players, such as 

Harper, in the state during this decade. Yet, the story of South Carolina’s political development 

within the context of the early national period deserves further exploration. Alone among the 

southern states, South Carolina welcomed the Federalist Party in the 1790s as an early supporter 

of Alexander Hamilton’s financial plans, but the state lacked true party organization and 

mobilization among both political parties until French aggressions prompted stricter party lines 

at the end of the decade. Its delegation to the Fifth Congress, elected in 1796, was perfectly 

balanced along these loose party lines. These factors that differentiated South Carolina from the 

rest of the southern states have largely been ignored by historians. South Carolina also possessed 

a unique connection to the Sedition Act, as one of South Carolina’s representatives in 1798, 

Robert Goodloe Harper, served as one of the principle architects and defenders of that law. 

Harper’s defense of the Sedition Act differed from the arguments of other proponents of the law 

and provided an image of the act as protection from the threat of France, demonstrating what he 

hoped the law meant for his state. These unique factors set the state apart from the other states 
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considered in this study. Within these parameters, South Carolina can be expected to 

demonstrate the least hostile reaction to the Sedition Act, but whether or not this reaction 

bordered upon acceptance for the act will be examined in this chapter.1  

 Until the nineteenth century, the political tradition of South Carolina had nearly always 

proved atypical when compared to its neighbors. As mentioned, South Carolina in the 1790s 

represented a rare acceptance of the Federalist Party, traditionally the party of New England and 

the north, in the southern United States. Yet, party lines in South Carolina were less defined and 

more fluid in the 1790s until approximately 1797. This support for the Federalist Party stemmed 

from a distinctive geographic divide in South Carolina between its “low-country,” consisting of 

the coastal regions and Charleston, and its frontier “back-country.” This divide was not merely 

geographical in nature, as pronounced social, political, economic, and cultural divisions 

distinguished the regions as well. The back-country, a more isolated region with a history of 

independence and subsistence, differed markedly from the worldly, commercial low-country. 

Charleston served as an economic center for the state but also as the base of South Carolina’s 

unofficial aristocracy, populated by a planter elite and wealthy merchant class often connected 

through familial ties, which controlled the politics of the area for most of its early history. The 

existence of a merchant class in the state was also atypical compared to the rest of the south. A 

political divide between the two regions emerged during the American Revolution, when many 

back-country residents, isolationist and wishing to avoid upheaval, remained loyal to the British 

crown while the low-country elites joined the independence movement. The division resurfaced 

                                                           
 1 The best presentation about Federalists specifically in South Carolina remains: U. B. Phillips, “The South 

Carolina Federalists, I,” The American Historical Review vol. 14, no. 3 (April 1909): 529-43; U. B. Phillips, “The 

South Carolina Federalists, II,” The American Historical Review vol. 14, no. 4 (July, 1909): 731-43. For information 

about Southern Federalists in the Jeffersonian period, see James H. Broussard, The Southern Federalists 1800-1816 

(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1978). 
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with the question of the Constitution’s ratification, as back-country residents were generally 

more hostile to ratification and a centralized government than those in the low-country. A pro-

British sentiment emerged in Charleston, strengthened by commercial ties between the city and 

the British. The debacle of Jay’s Treaty (1794) caused many in South Carolina to adopt anti-

British attitudes; nevertheless, tensions between South Carolina and the British cooled as anti-

French sentiments increased remarkably in South Carolina around 1796 and 1797. The animosity 

towards France arose because South Carolinians genuinely feared a slave rebellion influenced by 

French Revolutionary principles and the rebellion in Haiti and also felt that French actions 

threatened the commerce of Charleston. As French aggressions against the United States 

bordered on war during the Adams administration, stricter political party lines emerged in South 

Carolina. The Charleston low-country elite, which feared the French and favored commerce and 

the administration, created an environment in the south that encouraged the Federalist Party, 

whereas the back-country mindset aligned more closely with the Democratic-Republican Party. 

The deep historical divisions of the state provided membership for both political parties in South 

Carolina, rather than dominance of the Jeffersonians that characterized the rest of the region.2  

 As tensions with France deepened, the Fifth Congress met in Philadelphia. South 

Carolina’s delegation to the Fifth Congress comprised eight members, including its two senators, 

evenly split along party lines. Returning to the Senate were Jacob Read, a Federalist from the 

Charleston low-country, and John Hunter, a Democratic-Republican from Newberry in the back-

country. Neither of these men made any extraordinary mark in the Fifth Congress. Read 

generally voted along party lines and served briefly as President pro tempore of the Senate, 

                                                           
 2 For an overview of South Carolina’s history, see: Walter J. Edgar, South Carolina: A History (Columbia: 

University of South Carolina Press, 1998); U. B. Phillips, “South Carolina Federalists I,” 529-43; Rose, Prologue to 

Democracy, 51-5, 163-4. 
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whereas Hunter did not appear in Senate voting records after June 7, 1798, and resigned prior to 

the start of the third session of the Fifth Congress. Fellow Democratic-Republican Charles 

Pinckney subsequently replaced Hunter. The six representatives from South Carolina reflected a 

similar pattern. The three Democratic-Republican representatives included Lemuel Benton of 

District 3, Thomas Sumter of District 4, and William Smith of District 6. Benton, Sumter, and 

Smith were typical back-country planters, and similarly to their colleagues in the Senate, 

demonstrated unremarkable careers in the Fifth Congress. The three Federalist representatives 

comprised William Loughton Smith of District 1, John Rutledge, Jr., of District 2, and Robert 

Goodloe Harper of District 5. Smith, a leading figure in the Federalist Party, resigned at the end 

of the first session, and fellow Federalist and former vice presidential candidate, Thomas 

Pinckney, subsequently replaced him. With the exception of Harper, the Federalist 

representatives embodied the low-country elite of Charleston. The Federalist representatives of 

South Carolina displayed a more active career in the House of Representatives than did their 

Democratic-Republican counterparts. In the first session, Smith continued his role as a Federalist 

leader, and in later sessions, Rutledge and Pinckney actively participated in several debates. As 

the second session of Congress progressed and the Federalists began hurriedly pushing the 

Sedition Act as part of their anti-French agenda, neither Rutledge nor Pinckney contributed 

greatly to the defense of this bill. South Carolina’s role in the passage of the Sedition Act lay 

squarely on the shoulders of its most vocal representative, Robert Goodloe Harper. 3 

                                                           
 3 For more about William Loughton Smith, see: George C. Roger, Jr., Evolution of a Federalist: William 

Loughton Smith of Charleston (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1962); Biographical Directory of the 
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 Harper defied the traditional expectations of South Carolina politics in the early national 

period. He was not born into an elite South Carolina family, nor was he even born in South 

Carolina. Born in Virginia in 1765, he immigrated as a young man to South Carolina, first to 

Charleston to study law and then into the back-country Ninety Six District seeking opportunities 

as a lawyer. Very early in his political career, he displayed French sympathies, but after his 

election to the United States Congress in 1795, he opportunistically joined the Federalist Party 

and subsequently became one of its most radical members. Harper proved to be a popular and 

communicative Congressman. He frequently wrote letters to his constituency, with lengthy 

explanations of Congressional proceedings, and he composed speeches and pamphlets which 

found audiences throughout the nation and in Europe. Even after the passage of the Sedition Act, 

South Carolina newspapers advertised his pamphlets and Harper garnered toasts in places he 

visited. When William Loughton Smith left Congress in 1797, thirty-three year old Harper 

assumed Smith’s mantle of Federalist leadership and led the Federalist charge to defend the 

United States against the growing menace of France. Harper played a leading role in the 

promotion of the Federalist anti-French, pro-war agenda and the Sedition Act, which he 

vigorously defended, was part of this agenda.4   
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 Harper mounted a multifaceted defense of the Sedition Act in the House of 

Representatives in early July, and Harper’s defense of the Sedition Act notably vacillated 

between the moderate and the extreme. Harper argued that the Sedition Act was necessary, not 

because of dangerous sentiments published in newspapers, but because of dangerous sentiment 

against the government and its legislation perpetuated by members of Congress. He specified 

that he did not approve of the abuse published in newspapers, but he did not believe that these 

newspapers strongly influenced people. According to Harper, if the people had believed the 

newspapers, they would have already revolted against the government. Chiefly, sedition on the 

part of government representatives concerned him because the speech of a member of the 

government “may gain a credit with the community, and produce consequences which all former 

abuse has failed to do.” Harper argued that members of Congress were more respectable than 

opposition newspapers; therefore, criticism against the government originating from a 

Congressman was more serious and dangerous.  He stated that “the seditious spirit which 

appeared in respectable quarters, was too long disregarded,” and thus, Harper believed a law 

against sedition to be necessary.5  

 Harper also argued that the proposed Sedition Act was not a violation of the Constitution. 

Particularly, he refuted the idea that the Sedition Act violated the Constitution’s first amendment, 

which guarantees the freedoms of speech and press. Unsure if the amendment provided for the 

protection and allowance of sedition, Harper heavily questioned the terms of the first 

amendment. To say “that the liberty of the press implies the liberty of publishing, with impunity, 

false, scandalous, and malicious writings, with intent to stir up sedition” would be the same as 

stating that “the liberty of action implies the liberty to rob and murder with impunity,” Harper 

                                                           
 5 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2093, 

2101-3. 
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contended. Curiously, he quoted Benjamin Franklin, who wrote that written attacks on a person’s 

reputation should not go unpunished. Harper believed strongly that the act did not violate the 

first amendment because it equated seditious writings or speech with false statements, urging that 

“the liberty of the press [would not be] abridged by an explicit law for curbing its 

licentiousness.” Freedom of press and speech remained intact under the proposed Sedition Act in 

Harper’s mind because the truth could be published even if it were injurious and the Sedition Act 

guaranteed a trial by jury. Harper even moved to add a disclaimer that the Sedition Act should 

not be “construed to extend to abridge the freedom of speech and of the press, as secured by the 

Constitution of the United States” to the text of the bill. Additionally, Harper disputed the 

arguments of his opponents that the Constitution did not grant Congress the ability to create a 

law against sedition and invoked the Constitutional clause enabling Congress to create 

“necessary and proper” laws, believing that a law against sedition was crucial to provide 

protection to the government.6  

 Perhaps most importantly, Harper continued, the Sedition Act would provide the 

government a “coat of mail” for its own protection. When asked to explain what factors had 

changed to cause the urgent necessity of a sedition law during the debates on July 10, Harper 

concluded that the United States was “now on the point of being driven into a war with a nation 

which openly boasts of its party among us.” He seemed to believe genuinely in the possibility of 

a French plot to overthrow the United States government from within, and that this French party 

in the United States utilized sedition through “corrupt partisans and hired presses” as a tactic to 

undermine, and eventually dismantle, the government. Harper had alluded to this suspicion 

previously during the course of the debates over the Alien Enemies Act on June 18. He stated 

                                                           
 6 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2167-2170, 

2134, 2102.  
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then that he believed that “France had her secret agents in this country, and that every means had 

been made use of to excite resistance to the measures of our Government.” When other 

Congressmen requested proof of a plot or conspiracy, Harper stated that he had none presently 

but would not be surprised if it materialized in the future. Harper’s defense demonstrated that he 

believed the chief reason for the Sedition Act’s necessity was its designation and function as a 

wartime measure, and he hoped that “there would be little or no occasion for enforcing the law.” 

He expected that it would provide a modicum of self-defense for the United States government if 

the occasion should arise, without doing any overt harm if it did not.7  

 Responsibility for the Sedition Act has often been aimed at Harper, who undoubtedly 

played a large role in the creation and passage of the act. The House of Representatives greatly 

altered Lloyd’s original bill, and Harper submitted seven resolutions during the amendment 

process. Out of the seven, only Harper’s first resolution survived the debates and appeared in the 

final bill. This resolution stipulated punishment for any person who wrote or published “false, 

scandalous, and malicious writing” or writing critical of the government, with the purpose of 

inciting rebellion or defamation against the government. Harper’s resolution notably added the 

word “false,” protecting truthful statements that could be considered libelous, a term not present 

in Lloyd’s original bill. Harper’s other resolutions that did not contribute to the final bill included 

a ban on seditious public speech, treasonous correspondence, meetings or plotting with ill will 

toward the government, and that the law should expire after one year. Interestingly, the 

expiration date of the final law was March 3, 1801, three years longer than Harper’s proposed 

                                                           
 7 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2164-5, 
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expiration of one year. Among all six of South Carolina’s representatives, Harper was the most 

radical and the only one who contributed to the debates about the Sedition Act. Pinckney 

apparently did not participate in any of the votes regarding the bill, including the final vote of 

passage. During the votes for suggested changes to the bill, Rutledge twice voted against a united 

Harper, Benton, Smith, and Sumter. The final bill passed in the House of Representatives on July 

10, with forty-four votes in favor of it and forty-one votes against it. Among the forty-four yeas 

were Harper and Rutledge, whereas Benton, Smith, and Sumter all voted nay. President Adams 

signed the bill into law on July 14, and the second session of the Fifth Congress ended on July 

16. The reaction of South Carolina towards the actions of its representative in the Fifth Congress 

unfolded over the next few months, culminating in an election on October 8, 1798.8  

 The newspapers of South Carolina proved that South Carolinians had access to the text of 

the Sedition Act months prior to the 1798 Congressional elections. Several newspapers published 

information about the act’s creation and passage throughout late July and early August of 1798. 

As early as July 28, Charleston’s City Gazette and Daily Advertiser published an article 

discussing the passage of the act, including a full list of those who voted for and against it. The 

Georgetown Gazette published similar information on July 31, but neglected to include the full 

list of voters; nonetheless, this article mentioned that Harper strongly favored the bill. Several 

days later, on August 2, City Gazette published the full text of the final “act for the punishment 

of certain crimes against the United States,” but this article did not include the word “sedition.” 

On August 7, the Georgetown Gazette reported the Congressional proceedings of July 14, when 

Congress received notification that President Adams had signed the Sedition Act. Another 

Charleston newspaper, the Evening Vesper Courier, published on August 3 a list of acts passed 
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in the recently concluded second session of the Fifth Congress but strangely neglected to include 

the Sedition Act on the list. Georgetown’s citizens received the publication of the full text of the 

so-called “Sedition Act” in the August 14 issue of the Georgetown Gazette, one of the earliest 

references to the bill by that name in the South Carolina newspapers. Although newspapers in 

various parts of the state had published the full text of the Sedition Act, if any South Carolina 

newspapers published the details of Harper’s defense of the act remains unclear. Newspapers in 

other states, such as Philadelphia’s Gazette of the United States, published particulars of 

Harper’s defense, so the possibility remains that some South Carolinians may have received this 

information. The citizenry of South Carolina received sufficient information about the Sedition 

Act, including its full text, through its newspapers prior to the October elections.9  

 How did the informed populace of South Carolina react to the Sedition Act? In the 

months leading to the Congressional elections in October, South Carolina did not display 

immediate concern. The surviving issues of South Carolinian newspapers did not indicate that 

the Sedition Act prompted any significant reaction in the state in the immediate aftermath of its 

passage. The City Gazette, edited and published six days per week by Peter Freneau and Seth 

Paine in Charleston, served as the official newspaper of the state and federal governments in 

South Carolina. Though Freneau professed Democratic-Republican sympathies, his newspaper in 

1798 did not betray overt favor of one side or the other. The City Gazette only occasionally 

published editorial articles or letters to its editors, as advertisements or national and global news 

occupied most of its pages. Articles in the City Gazette did not express significant opinion or 
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concern about the Sedition Act in July or the following months. The Georgetown Gazette, a 

federalist-leaning paper printed once a week in the coastal city of Georgetown by Elliott and 

John Burd, published more editorial content than the City Gazette but similarly remained quiet 

about the Sedition Act. The Evening Vesper Courier, a fledgling paper begun on July 31, 1798, 

and published twice-weekly by Gabriel M. Bounetheau and John J. Evans in Charleston, also 

lacked frequent editorial entries. Surviving issues of these newspapers in the span between the 

passage of the act in July and the Congressional elections in October did not frequently mention 

the Sedition Act or indicate any serious, immediate opposition to it in the state of South 

Carolina.10 

 Although the populace of South Carolina did not display immediate concern about the 

Sedition Act directly, in 1798 they fixated on another crisis, the looming war with France. As a 

result of increased French aggressions, the elites of South Carolina, as well as the newspapers, 

cultivated a rhetoric of unity behind the Federal administration and support for the 

administration’s actions as a defense against France. For example, in a letter written to his 

constituents on July 23, 1798, Harper defended the actions of the Fifth Congress but did not 

bother to mention the Sedition Act. He took great care to defend the preparations for the possible 

war with France, specifically the direct tax, to his constituents, urging them to “make vigorous 

preparations” and “shew a good countenance” to discourage France. South Carolina’s 

newspapers throughout 1798 also demonstrated a marked preoccupation in the state with the 

possibility of war with France. An article reprinted on August 10 in the Evening Vesper Courier 
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from the Columbian Mirror under the pseudonym Scaevola suggested that “nine tenths” of 

American citizens supported the government and advised that “the minority, if really virtuous in 

their intentions, will retire from the post of opposition when their services are not required by the 

people.” This article implied that vocal members of the opposition were “digging a grave for our 

national independence” by “[inviting] the aggressions of France” because opposition made the 

nation look divided. One newspaper article even suggested that France was worse than “the 

small-pox, the yellow fever, the hessian fly, and even the plague itself,” while another suggested 

that Americans were “united by danger” and only a few stubborn French supporters remained. A 

later speech, delivered on December 19 to the South Carolina state legislature by newly elected 

Governor Edward Rutledge, again addressed the threat of France and urged the people to unite 

behind the government. The rhetoric employed by elites and the newspapers appeared 

threatening and paranoid, but the people of South Carolina likely accepted Harper’s defense of 

the Sedition Act as a wartime measure and likely voted for Federalists in 1798 in support of the 

anti-French policies the Federalists had passed in the Fifth Congress. An atmosphere of crisis, 

caused not by the Sedition Act but by looming war with France, blanketed South Carolina in 

1798. The Federalist Party and the Adams administration particularly represented unity, a quality 

that South Carolinians were told was necessary during this time of crisis.11 

 In the midst of the growing crisis, South Carolina prepared for its upcoming elections, 

scheduled for October 8, 1798. The newspapers of the state reported frequently on the election, 

announcing a few candidacies and printing reminders of the date and locations for voting. The 
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City Gazette published near daily reminders of the election beginning on September 3 and also 

published certain parts of the election laws of the state on September 11 and September 20. The 

City Gazette and the Georgetown Gazette published letters from Harper announcing his 

candidacy on September 4 and September 14, respectively. Harper framed his bid for reelection 

as a favor to the people and not in his own personal interests. Harper wrote that he sought 

reelection due to the unresolved crisis with France, stating that he did not think “a sentinel has a 

right to quit his post in the hour of danger,” again demonstrating the state’s preoccupation with 

France. A campaign letter written by Edward Rutledge, a reluctant Federalist, on behalf of his 

nephew John Rutledge, Jr. summarized the almost paranoid preoccupation with French plots and 

possible invasions demonstrated previously both by Harper and in the newspapers. Rutledge 

wrote:  

 If we keep in those who will support the Constitution & Government of our own 

 Country, [the French] will have no reason to expect a successful attack, should they make 

 it; but if they find that the Members who have supported the Measures of the present 

 Congress are to be turned out, to make room for others, what will be the natural 

 conclusion in their minds? It will be this, that the People in this State Disapprove of those 

 Measures of Congress which have been taken against France—that they approve of the 

 Measures France has taken against this country; and that this is the spot on which they are 

 to erect their Standard, because this is the spot on which their Friends are to be found. 

 

This letter was circulated in Rutledge’s district and tied the rhetoric of pro-administration unity 

specifically to the election. The election also prompted occasional letters to the newspaper 

editors. In one example, an entire conversation unfolded between letters from “An Old Patriot” 

and “A Republican” in the Georgetown Gazette in September. In his first letter, printed on 

September 4, “An Old Patriot” urged the constituency of District 3, represented by Democratic-

Republican Benton, to “vote for no man, who by his insidious arts, endeavours to…draw the 

affections of the people from the government.” “A Republican” responded to him in the 

September 18 issue, urging voters to support Benton and to ignore what “An Old Patriot” wrote. 
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Discussion of the Congressional elections in 1798 perpetuated the rhetoric of unity in favor of 

the administration as a method of subverting French aims.12  

 The results of the 1798 election in South Carolina boded well for the agenda of the 

Federalist Party and the pro-administration nationalist sentiment perpetuated by elites and the 

newspapers. In District 1, encompassing the city of Charleston, Thomas Pinckney secured an 

unopposed reelection. Pierce Butler of the opposition challenged John Rutledge, Jr. for his seat 

in District 2, but Rutledge handily defeated Butler by securing 65.6 percent of the vote. 

Benjamin Huger, a Federalist, secured the majority of votes, 41.9 percent total, cast in District 3, 

defeating incumbent Lemuel Benton by a slim margin of 169 votes. The only Democratic-

Republican to retain his seat in the 1798 election was Thomas Sumter of District 4. A Federalist, 

Richard Winn, challenged Sumter but Sumter captured 64.6 percent of the vote, earning 1,228 

votes compared to Winn’s 672. In District 5, Harper secured reelection with 65.3 percent of the 

nearly 3,000 total votes. Lastly, Federalist Abraham Nott earned 43.8 percent of the vote and 

narrowly defeated incumbent Democratic-Republican William Smith in District 6 by only 

twenty-two votes. The Federalist Party captured a combined total of 7,636 votes in all six 

districts, whereas Democratic-Republican votes totaled 4,684. The South Carolina Federalists 

gained two seats in the United States Congress and they secured about 62.1 percent of the votes 

in South Carolina, a significant percentage. The Federalist victories, specifically Harper’s 

reelection, in the 1798 Congressional elections in South Carolina signified at least a toleration of 
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the Federalist anti-French agenda and its policies at the federal level, including the Sedition Act, 

as well as support for the Federalist war effort. On the whole, in a time of crisis, South Carolina 

gravitated toward nationalism, unity, and security. 13 

 Unfortunately, modern historians have seemingly dismissed the 1798 elections and the 

importance of states like South Carolina, which did not display strong reactions against the 

questionable policies of the Federalist Party in 1798. The Federalists gained a majority in 

Congress in 1798-1799, propelled by states such as South Carolina, where anti-French 

sentiments and paranoia proliferated. For South Carolinians, the Sedition Act was not 

immediately a moral crisis, but part of a larger international crisis that threatened both their 

livelihoods and way of life. However, just as the anti-French obsession in South Carolina proved 

fleeting, so too did Federalist strength and nationalist sentiment in the state. Almost immediately 

after the 1798 elections and through the year 1799, South Carolinians demonstrated that their 

toleration of the Federalist Party had dissipated. This switch in sentiment did not pass unnoticed 

by the Federalists, and in an 1800 speech to the United States Senate in defense of renewing the 

Sedition Act, Harper stated:  

 Let it be remembered that [the Sedition Act] was passed in the spring of 1798; and that 

 in the summer and autumn of that year, and the spring of the next, when the clamour 

 against this law was fresh and high, the American nation was called upon to express by a 

 general election, its sense of the conduct of its Representatives. Let it be remembered that 
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 the persons who were instrumental in passing this law, never received higher or more 

 general proofs of the approbation and confidence of their country, than in this election. A 

 change, gentleman say, has since happened. 

 

Harper did not identify what he believed this change to be, but without the possibility of war to 

give credit to their actions, popular tolerance for the more controversial legislation of the 

Federalists shattered. The need for national unity dissipated. In 1799, news of numerous arrests 

under the Sedition Act, prompted by petty Federalist spite of the Democratic-Republican 

opposition and not by imagined French plots as Harper had promised, likely angered the people 

of South Carolina. Though the extent of change in the opinions South Carolinians held about the 

Sedition Act has yet to be studied, these opinions altered dramatically in a short span of two 

years. Without a war, could Harper justify legislation such as the Sedition Act? By 1800, South 

Carolina indicated a negative answer. Symbolically, Harper moved away from Ninety Six 

District to Maryland in 1799, a display that his Federalist image no longer resonated with his 

constituents in South Carolina. 14 
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CHAPTER IV 

JACKSON’S MISCALCULATION: THE SEDITION ACT AND THE 1798 ELECTIONS 

AMID THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL PARTIES IN GEORGIA 

 War-hero and devout states’ rights advocate James Jackson became the governor of 

Georgia at the beginning of 1798, securing his multi-year nearly hostile takeover of the state 

government during which he aimed to cleanse the state of corruption and turn out of office all 

who opposed him. Yet, despite rescuing Georgia from corrupt politicians who had attempted to 

sell Georgia’s vast western lands, Governor Jackson’s dominance was not total. Incessant 

squabbling about local issues persisted and pockets of men throughout the state, especially in the 

back-country and in Augusta, still opposed him. By the spring of 1798, France seemed poised to 

invade the United States and send the country into war. The cries for war turned Georgia’s 

attention to the national stage and away from the local issues that had consumed it in the 

previous three years. These cries proved loud enough to distract the state from the more 

questionable actions, such as the Sedition Act, of the administration. Unfortunately for Jackson, 

an adherent of Jefferson and the Democratic-Republican Party, the panic caused by a possible 

invasion sent the state running into the arms of the Federalist Party and the Adams 

administration, and in Georgia’s 1798 Congressional elections, the voters chose two Federalists 

to replace their two Democratic-Republican representatives. Georgia’s reaction to the Sedition 

Act coupled with the results of its 1798 Congressional elections represented a defining chapter in 

the development of a national political outlook in the state of Georgia.  

 Georgia’s political situation in the 1790s has been addressed by a few historians, but 

typically only in the context of a more general history of the state’s politics rather than with a 

focus on that particular decade. The conclusions drawn differ from study to study, and only one 
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true examination of the era solely dedicated to Georgia, George R. Lamplugh’s Politics on the 

Periphery: Factions and Parties in Georgia, 1783-1806, exists. As with the other southern 

states, historians agree that the X.Y.Z. affair and threat of war with France turned Georgia to the 

Federalist Party in the 1798 elections but they disagree on the development of the Federalist and 

Democratic-Republican parties within the state. The main dispute lies in when these two parties 

emerged in Georgia and why, with some arguing that these parties preceded the Yazoo land 

crisis in 1795 and some debating that the Yazoo crisis forced Georgians into these two parties. 

Alternatively, the very existence of the Federalist Party in the state prior to 1798 remains open to 

debate. What remains unexamined is the impact that the events in the summer of 1798 had on the 

development of political parties in Georiga. Did the Federalist Party gain a real tangible foothold 

in Georgia as a result, or was their popularity only illusory? Georgia’s reaction to the Sedition 

Act and the other events of the summer of 1798 provides an important glimpse into the state’s 

tentative foray into national politics.1  

 Despite disagreements over how political parties developed in Georgia, that story does 

not follow the traditional narrative of political party development in the latter eighteenth century. 

Georgia suffered from a unique set of problems at this time, problems created by its status as a 

remote, small, weak, poor, and young frontier state far removed from the centers of American 
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politics. In the early national period, Georgia concentrated on its own practical political 

problems, particularly its western lands and the Native Americans living within its claimed 

territory, rather than participating in ideological debates on the national scale. The state had a 

small political elite, men typically characterized by their military backgrounds, either from the 

American Revolution or with Georgia’s militia following the Revolution, who consistently won 

reelection or appointments to state positions. Politics in Georgia revolved around the 

personalities of those in the political elite and disagreements often devolved into violence. 

Varying cliques among the elite, based solely on undulating state and local issues, existed in 

Georgia prior to the late 1790s, but these pockets never fully gelled into concrete political parties 

or even local factions. They also never truly ventured onto a national scale until the later part of 

the decade. Sectional tensions that existed between Georgia’s more established tidewater, or low-

country, region and its back-country frontier were particularly exacerbated by the meteoric 

growth of the back-country throughout the 1780s and 1790s. These sectional tensions also did 

not translate directly into the political factions seen on the national level and most sectional 

arguments focused on how to determine representation in the state legislature. Though a small 

faction opposed to the ratification of the United States Constitution in 1789 emerged, Georgia 

unanimously ratified the Constitution as the fourth state to do so, because its voters believed that 

a strong national government was better suited to provide assistance to Georgia’s vulnerable 

borders than the previous government under the Articles of Confederation.2  

 Cooperation between the new federal government and Georgia proved tenuous, however, 

as, almost immediately, problems arose that placed Georgia in opposition to the government in 

Philadelphia. As in other states, Georgians took issue with the overreaching power asserted on 
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behalf of the new national government by the financial plan of Alexander Hamilton. The 

Washington administration’s conciliatory treatment of the Native Americans living in Georgia’s 

claimed western lands also displeased Georgians. The Treaty of New York (1790) and the Treaty 

of Colerain (1796), by which the Washington administration flouted the authority of the state by 

negotiating border agreements with the Native Americans, were not the outcomes Georgians had 

hoped for in regards to these lands when they ratified the Constitution in 1789. Several Supreme 

Court cases, most notably Chisholm v. Georgia, in the 1790s involving the state of Georgia that 

again challenged the sovereignty of the state also prompted tensions between the state and the 

national government. Because of these clashes, in the first few years under the new Constitution, 

Georgians leaned toward the party of Jefferson and a limited federal government, mostly out of 

contempt for the assertive Washington administration. Essentially, however, Georgia’s 

politicians tended to favor whichever side most benefitted them or the state rather than 

subscribing to either of the emerging political factions for ideological reasons. The development 

of more concretely defined factions in Georgia can be attributed almost directly to a single 

event—the Yazoo land speculation crisis that unfolded in reaction to the botched and corrupt 

attempted sale of Georgia’s western lands in 1795.3  

 The Yazoo land speculation crisis, at first an attempt to deal with the continuing 

problems presented by Georgia’s vast western lands, consumed Georgia in the mid-1790s and 

continued to plague the state well into the nineteenth century. In 1789, Georgia attempted to sell 

vast quantities of its western lands to a coterie of private speculation companies but this sale 
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eventually fell apart. Several years later in 1795, speculators successfully pushed through the 

Georgia Assembly another sale of the western lands, this time about 35 million acres, to private 

companies for a low sum of $500,000. Excessive corruption marked the passage of this 1795 

sale, as nearly all of the legislators involved had been bribed with sub-shares in the purchasing 

companies to secure the passage of the act. One of the chief architects of this sale was James 

Gunn, one of Georgia’s senators in the United States Congress. As news of the sale broke, the 

level of corruption and the low price paid for the lands outraged the state. Georgia’s other 

senator, James Jackson, resigned from the Senate and returned home so that he could coordinate 

an effort to repeal the sale. A few months after the sale, the state’s yearly elections for state 

legislators replaced all of the incumbents who had voted to sell the land with new legislators who 

decried the sale. Jackson himself claimed a seat representing Chatham County in the state 

legislature and led the process to overturn the sale. The new anti-Yazoo legislature quickly 

passed the Rescinding Act in February of 1796, declaring the Yazoo sale null and void; however, 

the companies that had purchased the land had already paid the state of Georgia for it and had 

already begun to sell the land to third parties. The resulting crisis caused by the 1795 Yazoo sale 

and subsequent Rescinding Act exacerbated the western land problems and caused deep 

divisions in the state, but Jackson emerged victorious and consolidated his power over the state’s 

government during the next few years. For perhaps the first time, concrete factions appeared in 

Georgia, divided in opinion over the Yazoo sale.4  
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 The significance of the political division caused by the Yazoo sale remains murky at best. 

As a result of the crisis, the state faced ideological political questions rather than just practical 

ones. The men who had passed the Yazoo Act seemingly believed that Georgia was best served 

by selling the responsibility for its problematic western lands, and the accompanying problems 

with the Native Americans who lived on these lands, either to the federal government or private 

companies. In passing this act, this faction displayed a questionably high degree of self-interest, 

since many of the Yazooists possessed sub-shares in the companies benefitting from the sale, but 

the cash-strapped state did stand to earn much-needed money from the sale. Conversely, the anti-

Yazoo faction led by Jackson wanted to retain the state’s western lands, believing that Georgians 

and not others deserved ownership of these hard-won spoils, but they disliked federal 

intervention with regards to the Native Americans, arguing that the state should have control 

over the territory. Traditional narratives of this period in Georgia’s political history state that the 

Yazoo faction corresponded to the Federalist Party and anti-Yazooists corresponded to the 

Democratic-Republican Party.5  

 The correlation between Yazooists and the Federalist Party before the Yazoo sale is 

questionable. Senator James Gunn, perhaps the most prominent Yazooist and the chief architect 

of the sale, had been identified with the Federalist Party prior to the Yazoo sale. Part of this 

identification stemmed from the senator’s voting record, particularly his vote in favor of Jay’s 

Treaty in 1795. Evidence demonstrates that Gunn had traded his vote for the treaty to prevent a 

federal investigation into the Yazoo sale. At the beginning of his career as a senator, Gunn had a 

mixed voting record, sometimes voting for the policies of the administration and other times 
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voting against them. As his career progressed, Gunn began to align himself more closely with the 

administration, seemingly as a way to further his own career and also as an expression of his 

deep rivalry with James Jackson. Aside from Gunn, those typically hailed as Yazooists and thus 

Federalists in Georgia had very little in common with the Federalist Party elsewhere in the 

United States. Georgia “Federalists” tended to hail from the back-country and were often poorer 

and uneducated farmers. Conversely, the “Democratic-Republicans” in Georgia, embodied by 

James Jackson, tended to comprise wealthier aristocratic types, often from the low-country.6  

 The identification of the anti-Yazoo faction with the Democratic-Republican Party makes 

more sense. James Jackson, whose congressional record and politics consistently displayed anti-

administration and states’ rights tendencies long before the Yazoo sale, served as the leader of 

the anti-Yazoo faction and cultivated a loyal group of followers who espoused similar ideas. The 

likely trajectory of factions in Georgia was not that Federalists and Democratic-Republicans 

existed in Georgia prior to the Yazoo sale and fell neatly into Yazooist and anti-Yazooist 

categories after the sale. The Federalist Party, in the strictest definition, did not seemingly exist 

in Georgia until after the Yazoo sale. The more likely trajectory is that Jackson did indeed 

belong to the Democratic-Republican Party and that his leadership of the anti-Yazoo faction led 

to the connection between the anti-Yazooists and the Democratic-Republican Party. Conversely, 

the connection between Yazooists and the Federalists emerged as a response to Jackson’s anti-

Yazoo stance and the Yazooists flocked to the Federalist Party as a reaction against Jackson, not 

necessarily because they aligned with the ideological beliefs of the Federalist Party. Because 

Georgia’s politics remained inwardly focused, the divisions in Georgia were not situated 

concretely along national Federalist or Democratic-Republican lines, although the Yazoo sale did 
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seem to lead to a more defined version of the Democratic-Republican Party in Georgia. Rather, 

the true division emerged over the Yazoo sale and Jackson himself. Nonetheless, the Yazoo sale 

did divide Georgia along ideological lines for perhaps the first time, even if these lines did not 

reflect the divisions in other states. In a state where the Federalist Party did not truly seem to 

exist in the same way it existed in other states, how would Georgia react to the deepening divide 

between the nation’s first two political parties in 1798?7   

 In the wake of the Yazoo scandal, the subsequent political shakeup in Georgia, and the 

meteoric rise of Jackson, the delegation from Georgia for the Fifth Congress of the United States 

reflected Jackson’s continuing popularity and the emergence of a more solid version of the 

Democratic-Republican Party within the state. The delegation consisted of four members, 

including two senators. Unique amongst the southern states at the time, Georgia employed an at-

large statewide election for its federal representatives. The incumbent representatives of the state, 

Abraham Baldwin and John Milledge, had both secured reelection in the statewide election in 

1796. Additionally, in 1796, the new anti-Yazoo state legislature formally sent Josiah Tattnall to 

occupy the Senate seat previously vacated by James Jackson in 1795. Baldwin, Milledge, and 

Tattnall were consistent associates of Jackson and their politics firmly placed them in Jackson’s 

camp and, consequently, within Georgia’s emerging Democratic-Republican faction. James 

Gunn, the delegation’s lone Federalist, had been reelected for the United States Senate in 1794 

by the pro-Yazoo legislature. Oddly, Georgia’s federal congressmen did not participate 

significantly in Congress, reaffirming the locally focused trend of politics in Georgia.8  

                                                           
 7 Lamplugh, “‘Oh the Colossus!’,” 322; Gates, “The Georgia Land Act of 1803,” 2, 5; Foster, James 

Jackson, 144; Lucien E. Roberts, “Sectional Problems in Georgia During the Formative Period, 1776-1798,” The 

Georgia Historical Quarterly 18, no. 3 (September 1934): 224; Lamplugh, Politics on the Periphery, 86, 98-100, 

133, 148.  

 8 For more information on Abraham Baldwin’s Congressional career, see: Patrick J. Furlong, “Abraham 

Baldwin: A Georgia Yankee as Old Congressman,” The Georgia Historical Quarterly 56, no. 1 (Spring 1972): 51-

71; Gerald J. Smith, “Abraham Baldwin (1754-1807),” New Georgia Encyclopedia, Accessed September 1, 2017, 
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 As the second session of the Fifth Congress neared its end amid panic caused by a 

possible war with France, the Federalist majority passed a sequence of laws intended to both 

bolster the defense of the United States and also cripple their opposition. The Sedition Act 

emerged from this atmosphere, but the representatives from Georgia did not significantly 

participate in the debates about the Sedition Act. Baldwin dutifully voted against the passage of 

the Sedition Act on July 14 but Milledge did not participate in the vote as he had been on a leave 

of absence since approximately May 21. Additionally, neither Gunn nor Tattnall participated in 

the vote for the act in the Senate, as both men had obtained leaves of absence for the remainder 

of the legislative session in March and June respectively. The lack of involvement or even 

attendance displayed by Georgia’s delegation during the dramatic last weeks of the Fifth 

Congress’s second session demonstrated the lack of attention the state paid to national politics.9 

 Although neither of Georgia’s representatives contributed to the debate about the 

legislation that actually became the Sedition Act, Baldwin criticized an early version of the Alien 

and Sedition Acts, the bill “for the prevention and restraint of dangerous and seditious practices.” 

On June 16, Baldwin argued against the constitutionality of the bill. Specifically, he believed that 

this proposed legislation erroneously claimed constitutionality through usage of Article 1, 

Section 8 of the Constitution. According to Baldwin, the first sentence of that article did not 

grant Congress the power to provide generally for “the defense and welfare of the United States,” 

                                                           
http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/abraham-baldwin-1754-1807; Barton Myers, 

“John Milledge (1757-1818),” New Georgia Encyclopedia, Accessed September 1, 2017, 

http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/government-politics/john-milledge-1757-1818; Russel K. Brown, 

“Josiah Tattnall (ca. 1764-1803),” New Georgia Encyclopedia, Accessed September 1, 2017, 
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 9 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2171; 

Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States of America, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 343; Journal of 

the Senate of the United States of America, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 455, 509.  
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as this specific phrase exists as part of a larger sentence that outlines a more limited power. 

Baldwin claimed that interpreting this phrase out of context, as well as broad interpretation of the 

“sweeping clause,” gave too much power to the federal government at the expense of the state 

governments. Baldwin argued: 

There are other mischiefs which might be done, against which the Federal Constitution 

makes no provision. Persons might burn our towns and slay our inhabitants. But our 

Constitution goes upon an idea that there are State Governments who divide the powers 

of Government with the Federal Government. 

 

Baldwin also expressed fear that any legislation allowing for the removal of aliens from the 

country could then be extended for the removal of slaves from the country. Throughout the rest 

of the Congressional session, Baldwin repeatedly argued that the United States did not need to go 

to war with France. Both Milledge and Baldwin asserted that the state of Georgia particularly 

occupied too vulnerable a position to feel comfortable if the country declared war on France. 

However, the bulk of both Baldwin’s and Milledge’s participation in the second session of the 

Fifth Congress unsurprisingly focused on the proposed legislation to determine the boundaries of 

Georgia, a legislative remnant of the Yazoo crisis. Even as the crisis with France unfolded, 

Georgia’s incumbent congressmen remained focused on state issues rather than national issues, 

perhaps to the chagrin of the state’s worried inhabitants.10  

 As the second session of the Fifth Congress came to a close in mid-July, Georgia’s 

newspapers largely controlled public opinion over the Congressional proceedings, generally 

functioning as the gatekeepers for national and international news. In 1798, Georgia boasted four 

newspapers with two each from Savannah and Augusta, a sizable number for a state as remote 

and sparsely populated as Georgia. The Georgia Gazette, published weekly on Fridays by N. 

                                                           
 10 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 1967-9, 

1949, 1887; For Baldwin’s anti-war statements, see: Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United 

States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 1320, 1361, 1532.  
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Johnston and Co. in Savannah, stemmed from James Johnston’s newspaper of the same name, 

the first paper published in the state of Georgia starting in 1763. Throughout the summer of 

1798, the Georgia Gazette did not frequently publish political news or editorials. Gurdon I. 

Seymour and Philip D. Woolhopter’s Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, published 

twice weekly on Tuesdays and Fridays, offered the most editorials and political news in the 

summer of 1798 and seemingly leaned Federalist despite its tagline, “reason and truth impartial 

guide the way.” This was the meatiest paper published in the latter half of 1798, with five 

columns on each of its four pages. In Augusta, the Augusta Chronicle and Gazette of the State 

was published weekly on Saturdays by John E. Smith, one of the official printers of the state. 

The paper quoted the state constitution of Georgia in its tagline, prominently displaying the lines 

“freedom of the press and trial by jury shall remain inviolate” at the top of each issue. The 

Augusta Chronicle published little political news and few editorials in the summer and fall of 

1798. Lastly, another printer of the state, Alexander McMillan, published the Southern Centinel 

and Gazette of the State weekly on Thursdays in Augusta. McMillan’s paper and its obvious 

Federalist leanings attracted the negative attention of James Jackson. Like North Carolina and 

South Carolina, Georgia seemingly lacked a strongly partisan opposition newspaper, as 

Georgia’s papers in 1798 generally remained neutral or leaned slightly in favor of the 

administration. The three papers examined for this chapter also did not frequently publish local 

news; instead, international news and national news typically filled the space not filled with 

advertisements. The remoteness of the state affected all four of its newspapers, with news from 

outside of Georgia often delayed for several weeks.11  

                                                           
 11 A History of Georgia, ed. Coleman, 55; Lamplugh, Politics on the Periphery, 159, 173-4; Donald 

Henderson Stewart, The Opposition Press of the Federalist Period (Albany: State University of New York Press, 

1969), 883-4; Alan Sverdlik, “Augusta Chronicle,” New Georgia Encyclopedia, Accessed September 10, 2017, 
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 News about the actions of Congress infrequently appeared in Georgia’s newspapers 

throughout the summer of 1798. They occasionally published updates from the Congressional 

session; however, most of the congressional news published in Georgia pertained to anti-French 

actions or war measures that appeared in Congress. The papers also did not generally publish the 

voting records from the Congressional session or the content of the debates from the House of 

Representatives. The Sedition Act’s journey into becoming law only garnered two mentions in a 

single newspaper published in Georgia. On July 21, the Augusta Chronicle mentioned briefly the 

original sedition bill proposed in the Senate nearly a month prior on June 26 by Maryland 

Senator James Lloyd. Readers of the Augusta Chronicle next received news on August 11 that 

President John Adams had approved and signed the Sedition Act into law on July 14. The 

Augusta Chronicle also included the full text of the Sedition Act in this same issue. Though 

Georgia received the news of the Sedition Act’s passage through the Augusta Chronicle, 

Georgia’s citizens did not necessarily know who voted to pass the act or the content of the 

debates surrounding this act.12   

 The newspapers of Georgia demonstrate that the passage of the Sedition Act did not 

cause immediate controversy or crisis in the state of Georgia. In fact, the law was mentioned 

only a few times in the press prior to the state’s 1798 midterm elections in November. An article 

from the Gazette of the United States reprinted in the Columbian Museum on August 3 echoed 

the defense of the Sedition Act employed by South Carolina Representative Robert Goodloe 

Harper in Congress, namely transmitting the idea that French spies might try to overthrow the 

United States through use of the press. The article stated that “it is now high time for these 

                                                           
Southern Centinel, see: “Mr. Smith,” Augusta Chronicle (Augusta, GA), October 13, 1798. Issues of the Southern 

Centinel are not available after May, 1798.  

 12 “Congress of the United States,” Augusta Chronicle (Augusta, GA), July 21, 1798; “An Act,” Augusta 

Chronicle (Augusta, GA), August 11, 1798. 
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foreign spies and domestic traitors to be more circumspect.” Continuing, it warned that “the 

knaves who invent slanders against our government, and the fools who propagate them, ought to 

know that the day of retribution approaches.” A brief note in an article containing news from 

Boston in the August 23 issue of the Georgia Gazette noted that the “seditious are highly 

alarmed at the Sedition bill—proof of its excellence.” An article published on August 31 in the 

Columbian Museum defended the law, stating that “the Sedition law is the fruit of opposition—

the more intriguing men disturb or endanger public peace, the more necessary it becomes to 

increase the powers of the magistrate.” The article went on to state that the people should accept 

laws such as the Sedition Act as the cost of maintaining peace and safety. The Columbian 

Museum, on October 12, published a thorough explanation of the Sedition Act by a N. S. 

Hammond from Eaton, Maryland, written August 25. Hammond first argued that members of 

Congress are subject to the laws that they pass, stating that they would not trample their own 

rights with their legislation. The Sedition Act, particularly the second section of it, had been 

“grossly misrepresented as restraining the liberty of speech,” according to Hammond. 

Hammond’s main argument concerned the meaning of the word “utter” within the law, as the 

law stated that a person faced punishment if they “shall write, print, utter, or publish…any false, 

scandalous and malicious writing or writings against the government of the United States.” 

Hammond argued that the usage of “utter” in the Sedition Act is not the typical definition “to 

speak” but rather a secondary definition, “to circulate.” Since, said Hammond, the intention of 

the law was to protect against libel, and the “speaking of words” is not libel, then the definition 

of “utter” in this case cannot mean “to speak.” Concluding, Hammond wrote that he approved of 

the law, since he “cannot believe that any good citizen would approve the practice of falsely and 

scandalously abusing the government.” A rare editorial from a correspondent published in the 
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October 18 issue of the Georgia Gazette concurred with Hammond.  The correspondent asked, 

“to whom does this bill against treason and sedition give offence?” The answer, according to the 

correspondent, was the Democratic-Republicans, whom the correspondent went so far as to call 

traitors. The correspondent wrote that the ire towards the Sedition Act was due to the 

Democratic-Republican’s bitterness over not holding power in the Federal government. 

Additionally, the opposition’s intention was to cause anxiety, argued the correspondent, because 

“the guilty mind is ever on the alarm.” The correspondent stated that “you may, if you choose to 

take the trouble to scrutinize, easily discover the sham patriot from the man who loves his 

country, and with it, order and good government.” Lastly, on November 1, only a few days 

before the elections, the Georgia Gazette published Timothy Pickering’s defense of the Alien 

and Sedition Acts. These few mentions of the Sedition Act prior to Georgia’s 1798 midterm 

elections did not demonstrate marked discontent with the Sedition Act, though the overly 

aggressive defense of the Sedition Act immediately after its passage indicates hints of grumbling 

among the populace.13  

 As in most other states, many issues divided Georgia’s attention prior to the state’s 

November 5 midterm elections and perhaps prevented the state from truly reacting to the 

Sedition Act. Some distractions, such as near-constant news about the Irish Revolution, shipping 

news, or updates about the yellow fever outbreak in Philadelphia, prompted more objectivity in 

the press. Other distractions, particularly the looming war with France and the revelation of the 

X.Y.Z. affair, disturbed Georgia as they did the rest of the country and led to several related, 

                                                           
 13 “From the Gazette of the United States,” Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser (Savannah, GA), 
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often subjective, articles and publications that filled Georgia’s papers throughout July, August, 

September, and October. Alongside the various dispatches and letters between the American 

envoys and Talleyrand, Georgia’s newspapers also published near constant updates and tales 

about the ongoing war between France and England. Frequent speculation that war with France 

would soon engulf the United States as well often accompanied this news. The hysteria 

surrounding this looming threat of war with France took on a slightly different flavor in Georgia, 

compared to the other southern states. Georgia, with its undefended borders and relative 

weakness, felt exceedingly exposed to potential attacks on its western borders or along its 

coastline. Popular speculation held that if the French attempted an invasion or attack, they would 

first strike at vulnerable Georgia. A July 4 speech delivered by William J. Hobbey to the Augusta 

Volunteer Corps of Artillery, published on July 14 in the Augusta Chronicle, indicated that the 

“local situation” of the southern states made them more vulnerable to the “horrid massacres” 

committed habitually by the French. Another article, published in the Columbian Museum on 

August 7, implored Georgians to take action to provide for their own defense, due to “inevitable 

destruction in our present defenceless condition.” In that same issue, a different article also 

mentioned the possibility of a French invasion, asking “is there an heart that does not beat with 

emotion at the present hour, when our cruel and rapacious enemy are straining every nerve to 

invade us, to render our native land a scene of bloodshed and desolation?” Most worrisome to 

Georgians must have been a brief article published by the Columbian Museum on September 14 

which anticipated that the French were en route to the United States. The writer “predict[ed] that 

the expedition of Buonaparte is destined against this country, and express[ed] fear that the 

French may land in the southern states and get possession, from which it would be extremely 

difficult to dislodge them; and that getting a footing there, they would powerfully proceed their 
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views of revolutionizing, and of course subjugating the United States.” The newspapers of 

Georgia published numerous anti-French articles and editorials in the wake of the X.Y.Z. 

revelations, and most of these urged Georgia and the United States to remain united behind the 

Adams administration and the federal government to prevent penetration from the French 

menace. 14 

 Although the Sedition Act itself was an infrequent topic in the newspapers of Georgia 

prior to the 1798 elections, praise for the Federal administration that had passed this law often 

found its way into the papers throughout the summer and fall. The newspapers of Georgia 

published a few letters praising President Adams specifically, submitted by certain groups 

around the state such as the Young Men of the City of Augusta and the inhabitants of Wilkes 

County. On October 9, the Columbian Museum mentioned a dinner in honor of Georgia’s sole 

Federalist in the United States Congress, Gunn, to demonstrate “approval of the conduct of the 

general in the Senate of the United States.” In addition to the toasts given for prominent 

Federalists such as Adams, Robert Goodloe Harper, Timothy Pickering, John Rutledge, Jr., and 

John Marshall, the attendees of the Savannah dinner for Gunn also toasted “our Friends the 

federalists throughout the union.” Harper, one of the primary architects of the Sedition Act, 

garnered several positive mentions in the papers of Georgia. The Augusta Chronicle published 

Harper’s announcement to run for reelection on August 25. The same newspaper, in its October 

13 issue, provided great detail about a laudatory dinner held in honor of Harper in South 

Carolina. An article titled “TRIUMPH OF FEDERALISM” in the November 6 issue of the 

Columbian Museum heralded Harper’s reelection to the United States House of Representatives, 
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stating that Harper won election “to the station in which his abilities and patriotism have been so 

eminently useful and honorable to his country.” This article also gleefully noted that many of 

South Carolina’s Democratic-Republican representatives, due to their “French principles and 

Jacobinism,” were tossed aside by their constituents. A brief article in the September 11 issue of 

the Columbian Museum noted positively the “unanimity of sentiment in favor of governmental 

measures” in the western reaches of Georgia. This spirit of unanimity was also noted in a letter 

published by the Columbian Museum on August 21.15  

 Notably, only one letter overtly praising the Democratic-Republicans made its way into a 

Georgia newspaper during this period. On September 4, the Columbian Museum published a 

series of toasts submitted by certain subscribers to the paper. These toasts hailed prominent 

Democratic-Republican politicians including Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Baldwin, James 

Madison, Josiah Tattnall, and John Milledge. A toast to controversial newspaper editor Benjamin 

Franklin Bache also appeared, as well as a general toast to the freedom of the press. Curiously, in 

the next issue of the Columbian Museum on September 7, the paper’s editors submitted an 

apology for the publication of the Democratic-Republican toasts. In this apology, the editors 

clearly declared their allegiance to the federal government and preference for the current 

administration. The apology was followed by two submissions from subscribers criticizing the 
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paper’s choice to publish the Democratic-Republican toasts, as these sentiments did not display 

the unity that was so desperately needed to prevent a French takeover.16  

 In addition to the displeasure shown towards the Democratic-Republican Party in general, 

the newspapers demonstrated a general fatigue towards specific members of Jackson’s adherents. 

Orchestrated attacks on Abraham Baldwin in the Columbian Museum in the months leading to 

the elections best signified Georgia’s fatigue with Jackson’s faction and their opposition to the 

administration in 1798. The troubles for Baldwin began on June 26 when the Columbian 

Museum, seemingly at the suggestion of Jackson himself, published an extract of a letter from 

Baldwin to Jackson. In this letter, Baldwin stated his opinion that the X.Y.Z. affair was 

overblown, mentioning an article from a newspaper in Hamburg that stated that X, Y, and Z 

were “swindlers” and not in a “partnership” with Minister Talleyrand. Jackson likely intended 

for this letter to quell some of the panic that resulted from the news of the X.Y.Z. affair, as 

Baldwin was known to be a judicious person and his opinion generally trustworthy. The next 

week, on July 3, the Columbian Museum published a letter from “A Citizen of Georgia,” directed 

toward Baldwin. This letter stated that Baldwin’s letter printed on June 26 “cannot, must not pass 

unnoticed.” The Citizen wrote that Baldwin had dishonored the American envoys in France by 

perpetuating the idea that they could be so easily duped. Furthermore, according to the Citizen, 

Baldwin’s opinion betrayed his French sympathies at a time when the United States faced a 

possible war with France. Ultimately, said the Citizen, Baldwin completely misunderstood the 
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feelings of his constituency, and the Citizen warned Baldwin about the folly of this 

misunderstanding in an election year.17  

 Several weeks later, in October, the Columbian Museum published a slew of editorial 

submissions urging electors to thwart Baldwin’s reelection by voting for other candidates. On 

October 12, the newspaper published two letters, one signed “Elector of Chatham County” and 

the other simply signed “An Elector.” The Elector of Chatham County wrote: 

 Our late representatives must…be considered to have placed themselves entirely out of 

 view at the approaching election…let us hope that they were only deceived by the 

 sophistry of Gallatin, and the violence of his partisans, and when they shall have retired 

 to private life, let us cherish their private virtues and endeavour to forget that they ever 

 put at hazard the dear bought independence of our common country. 

 

He urged voters to place their trust in either James Jones or Benjamin Taliaferro, though the 

Elector’s only reason for this trust rested on Jones and Taliaferro’s claim to favor the current 

administration, “since all secondary considerations at the present crisis ought to give way to the 

promotion of union and the firm support of our government.” The other letter professed similar 

sentiments. This Elector affirmed that “the period has at length arrived, when an opposition to 

the just measures of our government under whatever plausible pretext is like to endanger our 

political existence as a nation.” This letter specifically recalled Baldwin’s earlier letter to Jackson 

and cited this letter as evidence of Baldwin’s principles. Baldwin’s “bias in favor of France” and 

“his constant opposition to the government” proved reason enough to not vote for Baldwin, 

according to the Elector, who also urged voters to select Jones or Taliaferro. A letter in the 

Columbian Museum’s October 19 issue from “Another Elector” called Baldwin the “Georgia 

Gallatin, systematically opposed to every measure of the government.” This letter, particularly 

harsh towards Baldwin, only tepidly urged voters to give their votes to Baldwin’s opponents. A 
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few defenses of Baldwin also appeared in the Columbian Museum, including a letter from “A 

Planter” on September 21 and from “One of the People” on October 26, but the attacks on 

Baldwin outnumbered his defenders.18  

 Though the publication of Baldwin’s letter to Jackson seemed to be an attempt to calm 

the panic related to the revelation of the X.Y.Z. affair, the publication of this letter demonstrably 

caused outrage in an atmosphere swarming with anti-French sentiments and affirmations of the 

Adams administration. Whether or not the anti-Baldwin onslaught in the papers directly 

influenced Georgia’s voters, Baldwin did indeed lose his bid for reelection in 1798. The main 

criticism lobbed against Baldwin was his opposition to the measures of the Federalist 

administration in the Fifth Congress at a time when national unity had been deemed necessary by 

the citizenry. This was an interesting sentiment coming from a state that had never demonstrated 

significant concern about national affairs. Had Baldwin’s fellow Democratic-Republican 

representative, John Milledge, also decided to run for reelection, he, too, likely would have been 

attacked in the press for the same reasons. Relatively unknown Jones and Taliaferro, both state 

legislators, garnered endorsements based on their professed love of the administration and not 

any sort of merit or experience. Clearly, as demonstrated by the anti-Baldwin editorials and 

affirmed by the election results in 1798, Georgia had been swayed by the French crisis to profess 

its support for the Federalists. Baldwin’s vote against the Sedition Act did not seem to gain him 

any popularity.  
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 The most immediate signal of Georgia’s approbation for the Federalist Party and the 

Adams administration was the result of the 1798 midterm elections. Georgia held its at-large 

midterm elections on November 5, 1798. The election results were not surprising to any who had 

been following the state’s newspapers, as Baldwin’s reputation had been tarnished following the 

publication of his unpopular opinion on the X.Y.Z. affair. Milledge had declined to offer himself 

as a candidate for reelection. With one Democratic-Republican candidate tainted, and the other 

unwilling to serve if reelected, the Federalist candidates faced a much easier battle for votes. 

Once the votes from each county had been tallied, newcomers and proclaimed Federalist 

candidates, James Jones and Benjamin Taliaferro, emerged victorious. Surprisingly, neither 

Jones’s nor Taliaferro’s connection to Jackson prevented them from being considered a friend of 

the government in this election. Jones garnered 37.3 percent of the total vote, earning 4,264 votes 

out of 11,437 overall. He reaped the most support from the low-country portions of the state. 

Taliaferro secured a second place victory and election to the House of Representatives with 33.4 

percent of the vote, with most of his supporters residing in the up-country. Baldwin managed 

27.4 percent of the vote, winning only in two up-country counties. The victory of Jones and 

Taliaferro demonstrated the state’s commitment to the Federal administration and national 

concerns, as both Jones and Taliaferro were hailed as being friends of the government and thus, 

by extension, Federalists. These victories particularly also showed a degree of fatigue with the 

Jackson establishment and Jackson’s signature obstructionism. Voters seemed eager to replace 

the long-serving Baldwin with fresh candidates. Baldwin’s perceived obstructionism and 

hostility towards the Federalist agenda, as well as his lack of support for the growing war effort, 

cost him reelection. However, in 1799, Jackson helped ensure that Baldwin secured a seat in the 

United States Senate, replacing Josiah Tattnall. Baldwin’s loss and the election of two Federalist 
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representatives from Georgia marked perhaps the only clear demonstration of Federalist support 

in the state of Georgia, despite the passage by the Federalists of questionable legislation such as 

the Sedition Act.19 

 Jackson suggested his own miscalculations in his evaluation of the election results sent to 

John Milledge on November 14, 1798: 

 Jones will lead by a considerable number. I do not know how it is but altho Jones hit 

 Yazoo hard and travels in similar sentiments with yourself Baldwin & others He meets 

 universal suffrage whilst you Baldwin and above all myself meet for our services 

 blackguard abuse, and the most infamous constructions on our conduct. He is at the Full 

 We my Friend in the wane of popularity He at the Zenith We scarcely in the twilight of 

 publick influence. 

 

The crises of 1798 for once gave the Federalist Party a rallying cry that resonated with Georgians 

and fortunately for the Federalist Party, these crises drew attention away from the Sedition Act in 

the state. However, just as in other states, the Federalists failed to convert politicians fully in the 

state and capitalize on their newfound popularity. Neither Jones nor Taliaferro, elected as 

Federalists but prior Jackson associates, remained Federalists for long once they had taken their 

seats in Congress and the threat of war passed. Particularly in Georgia, the rise in popularity for 

the “Federalists” had more to do with the French crisis and waning support for Jackson’s heavy-

handed governing than any appreciation for the Federalist agenda. As Jackson lamented to 

Milledge, “man can change his sentiments and lick the foot that kicks him for the most trifling 

lure—Place the most Frenchifyed Jacobin in the Offices of the United States and he immediately 

                                                           
 19 For Taliaferro’s connection to Jackson, see: Carol Ebel, “Benjamin Taliaferro (1750-1821),” New 

Georgia Encyclopedia, Accessed September 10, 2017, http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-

archaeology/benjamin-taliaferro-1750-1821. Jackson rewarded Taliaferro for his anti-Yazoo tendencies by securing 

Taliaferro’s appointment as a justice of the superior court. Biographical Directory of the United States, “JONES, 

James, (birthdate unknown-1801),” Biographical Directory of the United States Congress, 

http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts/biodisplay.pl?index=J000227; A New Nation Votes, “Georgia 1798 U.S. House 

of Representatives,” Digital Collections and Archives at Tufts University, 

http://elections.lib.tufts.edu/catalog/tufts:ga.uscongress.1798; “GEORGIA,” Georgia Gazette (Savannah, GA), 

December 13, 1798.  
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sings hallelujah to Great Britain.” Simply put, being a Federalist or pro-administration in the 

summer of 1798 in Georgia presented the most pay-off.  The temporary conversion of Georgia, 

in spite of the passage of the Sedition Act, was a brief episode, but one that demonstrated 

Georgia’s first foray into national politics and political parties.20  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
 20 James Jackson to John Milledge, 14 November 1798 in Correspondence of John Milledge, Governor of 

Georgia 1802-1806, edited by Harriet Milledge Salley (Columbia, SC: The State Commercial Printing Company, 

1949): 57; James Jackson to John Milledge, 23 February 1798 in Correspondence of John Milledge, 53.  
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CHAPTER V 

MARSHALL’S MODERATION: MODERATION AND NATIONALISM IN VIRGINIA IN 

THE WAKE OF THE SEDITION ACT AND THE VIRGINIA RESOLUTIONS 

 Virginia in 1798 differed from the rest of the southern states. Unlike the other states in 

the south, Virginia had a varied network of newspapers as well as developed political parties, 

and it participated in politics on the national level. As a result, Virginia had a markedly different 

reaction to the Sedition Act. A vocal opposition against the act emerged in various localities 

throughout the state, resulting in the Virginia Resolutions, adopted by the state legislature 

adopted in late 1798 to condemn the measure. Though Virginia’s reaction to the Sedition Act 

was second only to that of Kentucky in terms of extremism and visibility, the extent to which the 

Virginia Resolutions reflected the character of the state remains questionable. Notably, the 

extreme reaction to an extreme law did not lead to the dominance for which Virginia’s 

Democratic-Republicans had hoped. Rather, in the face of the Sedition Act and the resulting 

Virginia Resolutions, Virginia indicated an opposition to extremism and a commitment to 

national unity that was displayed in the results of its Congressional elections in 1799. 

 Historians of Virginia in the 1790s express the intention to complicate the interpretations 

of this period’s trends and refute ideas originating from Charles Beard. Specifically, historians 

challenge the existence of a continuation of factions from the 1780s through the 1790s. They also 

take issue with the idea that early political parties were divided between mercantile and agrarian 

interests. These historians seek to trace the complications of party development in the state, 

arguing that Virginia cannot easily be placed entirely in the Jeffersonian faction during the 

1790s. Generally, the theme of nationalism versus state interests as the basis for the party divide 

of the 1790s appears within secondary literature on the subject. Within this vein, the traditional 
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narrative of Virginia’s reaction to the Sedition Act simply mentions that the Sedition Act was 

deeply unpopular in Virginia, as it directly flouted the interest of the state, and that the Virginia 

Resolutions emerged as a response to the Alien and Sedition Acts, without adequate care or 

attention paid to what transpired in Virginia in the nearly six months between the passage of the 

law and the introduction of the Virginia Resolutions in the state legislature. This chapter seeks to 

assess the assumed immediate unpopularity of the Sedition Act in Virginia prior to the Virginia 

Resolutions and ascertain whether or not the Virginia Resolutions represented the will of the 

people or simply the will of the Jeffersonians.1  

 Prior to the ratification of the Constitution, Virginia had long faced sectional divides, as 

its sheer size encompassed multiple differing regions. Virginia’s Tidewater region, comprising 

the Chesapeake Bay coastline as well as the areas along the various navigable rivers extending 

from this bay, was settled first. The plantation-based aristocracy, bolstered by slave labor, called 

the Tidewater home and crafted the early local government of Virginia. As the state grew older 

and larger, the Tidewater elite came into conflict with the newer generation of settlers in the 

Piedmont, the region between the Tidewater and the Blue Ridge Mountains. As expansion 

pushed into the mountains, the more entrenched societies of the Tidewater and Piedmont came 

into conflict with the needs of those living in the western frontier. The east-west divide between 

                                                           
 1 For histories of Virginia’s politics and political party development in the late 1790s, see: Norman K. 

Risjord, “The Virginia Federalists,” The Journal of Southern History 33, no. 4 (November 1967): 486-517; Norman 

K. Risjord, Chesapeake Politics 1781-1800 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978); Richard R. Beeman, The 

Old Dominion and the New Nation, 1788-1801 (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1972); Harry 

Ammon, ”The Jeffersonian Republicans in Virginia: An Interpretation,” The Virginia Magazine of History and 

Biography 71, no. 2 (April 1963): 153-67; Harry Ammon, “The Formation of the Republican Party in Virginia, 

1789-1796,” The Journal of Southern History 19, no. 3 (August 1953): 283-310. Risjord and Ammon in particular 

refute the Beard thesis as a possible explanation for the development of political parties in Virginia. For more 

Virginia’s political development within the context of the southern united states see: Thomas P. Abernethy, The 

South in the New Nation 1789-1819 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1961); Lisle A. Rose, 

Prologue to Democracy: The Federalists in the South 1789-1800 (Lexington: The University of Kentucky Press, 

1968). 
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the Tidewater and Piedmont shifted into a north-south divide between the Northern Neck region 

and the Southside region. The Northern Neck, the area between the Potomac River and the 

Rappahannock River characterized by wealthy landowners and tenant farmers, often displayed 

interests in direct competition with those of the Southside, the area south of the James River 

characterized by smaller farms, more landowners, and a larger amount of middle class citizens. 

These sectional divides persisted beyond the colonial period, as the system of local government 

did not expediently adapt to the expanding and changing nature of the state, but did not translate 

directly into political party alignment in the 1780s and 1790s.2 

 Virginia, as a newly independent state, experienced the first divisions between 

nationalism and state interests in the 1780s, immediately following the American Revolution. 

Most of the issues dividing the state in the 1780s were practical and often economic in nature, 

such as the questions over war-time debt or debt owed to British merchants, tax collection, the 

enforcement of the Treaty of Paris (1783), interstate commerce, access to foreign markets, 

backcountry defense against the British and the Native Americans, and expansion. Those who 

supported the interests of the state over the weak national government tended to benefit from the 

status quo or did not stand to benefit greatly from a strengthened national government. 

Conversely, those with a nationalistic viewpoint sought to strengthen the federal government for 

their benefit. These divides translated into the Federalist and Anti-Federalist factions during the 

debates over the ratification of the Constitution. Virginians fell into a spectrum, with those who 

opposed the Constitution on one end and those who wanted to ratify it no matter what at the 

other end. The Anti-Federalist faction in particular comprised differing opinions, as some 

                                                           
 2 Charles Henry Ambler, Sectionalism in Virginia, 1776-1861 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 

1910), 1-6, 11-2; Jackson T. Main, “Sections and Politics in Virginia, 1781-1787,” The William and Mary Quarterly 

12, no. 1 (January 1955), 97-98; Risjord, “The Virginia Federalists,” 496-500.  
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favored adoption of the Constitution with modifications and some did not want the Constitution 

adopted whatsoever. After the ratification of the Constitution, Virginia remained fractured over 

the implementation of the new Constitution, and the continual assertion of the new federal 

government’s strength during the Washington administration furthered the split. Yet, the 

dividing lines that emerged in Virginia’s politics in the 1790s were not drawn along the same 

lines as those in the 1780s nor were these lines drawn between agrarian and mercantile interests, 

as Virginia had only limited mercantile interests in the first place. The divide was increasingly 

based on ideological questions of governance and nationalism, rather than practical issues.3 

 The Democratic-Republican and Federalist Parties emerged in Virginia during 

Washington’s first term in office. During this time, many of the former Federalists during the 

Constitutional debates, who were agrarian-minded, took issue with the increasing favoritism 

towards northern mercantile interests displayed by the Washington administration. As a result, 

those who eventually became Democratic-Republicans in Virginia did not advocate dismantling 

of the federal government but simply wanted to prevent it from growing too powerful at the 

expense of the states. Democratic-Republican adherents could be found throughout the state, 

whereas Federalist strength primarily prospered in small pockets throughout the state, often in 

the Northern Neck or western regions. As in many states, the financial plan of Alexander 

Hamilton served as one of the first triggers that created antagonism in Virginia between the state 

and the new national government, as the plan was perceived both to be in direct opposition to the 

agrarian interests of Virginia and also as an overstep of the power granted to the government by 

the Constitution. However, the most solidifying force for the two emerging political parties in 

                                                           
 3 Ammon, “The Jeffersonian Republicans in Virginia,” 155-6; Ammon, “The Formation of the Republican 

Party in Virginia” 285; Risjord, “The Virginia Federalists,” 489, 496-500; Beeman, Old Dominion and the New 

Nation, 1-11; Abernethy, The South in the New Nation, 23-5; Main, “Sections and Politics in Virginia,” 96-109. 
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Virginia was perhaps the France-Britain divide, exacerbated by events such as the Citizen Genêt 

affair in 1793, Washington’s subsequent Proclamation of Neutrality, and the news of Jay’s 

Treaty (1794). Most Virginians supported the French and disliked the British regardless of 

political beliefs. Virginians, however, depended on British markets for their goods. The split 

between the Federalists and Democratic-Republicans solidified over the question of how to 

handle increasing British and later French aggressions. The various events and crises of the early 

and mid-1790s at times hurt the Federalists and helped the Democratic-Republicans and at times, 

resulted in the opposite. As the state approached the French crisis in 1798, the Democratic-

Republicans had created and maintained a stronger foothold over a state increasingly worried 

about northern interests and an overpowering federal government. Yet, no reliable pattern 

emerged in the state dividing the Federalist and Democratic-Republican factions.4     

 Virginia’s delegation to the Fifth Congress of the United States reflected the strength of 

the Democratic-Republicans in the state compared to the Federalists. The state’s delegation 

comprised twenty-one members including its two senators, Henry Tazewell and Stevens T. 

Mason, both of whom were Democratic-Republicans selected by the state legislature. Of the 

nineteen representatives, four can be labelled Federalists, and fifteen were Democratic-

Republicans. The Federalist representatives included Daniel Morgan of District 1, James Machir 

of District 3, Josiah Parker of District 11, and Thomas Evans of District 12. Interestingly, the 

geographic distribution of the Federalist congressmen did not reflect any trends, as Morgan and 

Machir hailed from the northwestern most districts of the state, while Parker and Evans came 

from the southern coast. The Democratic-Republican members were David Holmes of District 2, 

Abram Trigg of District 4, John Trigg of District 5, Matthew Clay of District 6, Abraham 

                                                           
 4 Risjord, “The Virginia Federalists,” 490; Ammon, “The Formation of the Republican Party in Virginia,” 

285, 288; Beeman, Old Dominion and the New Nation, 137-8. 
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Venable of District 7, Thomas Claiborne of District 8, William Giles of District 9, Carter 

Harrison of District 10, Samuel Cabell of District 14, John Dawson of District 15, Anthony New 

of District 16, Richard Brent of District 17, John Nicholas of District 18, and Walter Jones of 

District 19. The Democratic-Republican members from Virginia generally voted along party 

lines, but the Federalist members sometimes wavered and generally upheld moderate positions. 

Virginia’s most vocal congressmen came from the opposition faction. Venable, Claiborne, Brent 

and particularly Nicholas participated frequently throughout the second session of the Fifth 

Congress. On the Federalist side, only Parker made notable contributions to Congressional 

debates.5 

 As the nation faced an increasing threat of war with France, the Fifth Congress entered its 

second session in the spring of 1798. Throughout the second session but especially near the end 

of the session, the Federalists in the Fifth Congress pushed forward an onslaught of measures 

intended to bolster the nation’s defense and strengthen the nation in preparation for war. Part of 

the Federalist agenda also included several domestic measures aimed to cripple the French-

sympathizing opposition party under the guide of protecting the country. By the time the 

Sedition Bill made its way through Congress, many of Virginia’s delegation had been granted 

leaves of absence. Morgan, Machir, and Parker all took leave in early June, leaving Evans as the 

only Federalist from Virginia attending the end of the second session. Additionally, Abram 

Trigg, Clay, Giles, and Cabell also departed Philadelphia in April and June. Due to these 

absences, Virginia’s congressmen did not contribute greatly to the debates on the Sedition Act, 

with only Nicholas and Claiborne making any contribution.6 

                                                           
 5 Manning J. Dauer, The Adams Federalists (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), 268-70. 

 6 Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States of America, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 337, 

320, 323, 270, 261.  
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 Speaking on July 9, Claiborne argued against the proposed legislation as unnecessary and 

“radically wrong.” Claiborne did not believe that crimes would originate from any dissatisfaction 

with the government, and if that happened, he believed that the states already had existing laws 

to prevent and punish these crimes. He implored his fellow representatives to consider the 

pointlessness in “[raising] an imaginary giant for the purpose of slaying him.” He argued that the 

sedition bill was akin to slavery, believing that the House of Representatives should “show to the 

people that they want their willing aid, and not the service of slaves.” According to Claiborne, 

“the people would do what is right if they are not oppressed.” Lastly, he pointed out that 

criticisms hurled at the government should be published if they were true and would not be taken 

seriously if they were false. Though not directly, Claiborne made a strict constructionist 

argument, namely that the law was unnecessary.7 

 In his multi-faceted arguments against the sedition bill, Nicholas also employed a strict 

construction argument but additionally invoked the first amendment. In the debate over the bill 

on July 10, Nicholas argued that the bill was not constitutional, as the House of Representatives 

did not have the power to pass such a law. He refuted the prevalent argument that Congress 

retained the power to legislate in regards to sedition because the common law prior to the 

ratification of the Constitution allowed for the punishment of sedition. In Nicholas’s opinion, the 

powers of Congress were limited specifically through the tenth amendment to the Constitution. 

This type of issue belonged to the jurisdiction of the states, not to the federal government, 

according to Nicholas. The law, stated Nicholas, was additionally unconstitutional because it 

violated the first amendment and would abridge the freedom of the press and the freedom of 

speech. He believed that the law would not suppress maliciousness; rather, it would suppress 

                                                           
 7 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2133-4. 
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“useful truths” in the press because editors would be too afraid to publish anything about the 

government for fear of retaliation. Nicholas also emphasized the idea of using the truth as a 

defense against punishment under the sedition bill. In his mind, since the government would 

ultimately have to determine truth from lies in cases about themselves, the government was not 

objective enough to be able to determine truth from falsehood under the provisions of the bill. 

The determination of truth versus licentiousness was too subjective to legislate, argued Nicholas. 

Nicholas contended that the Federal government did not need to be concerned with the problem 

of licentious presses. “Falsehoods will always depreciate the press from whence they proceed,” 

he affirmed. The press, in his mind, was the only vehicle through which the actions of the 

government could be communicated, analyzed, and judged and thus, freedom of the press 

remained vitally important. He lastly compared the proposed sedition bill to the sedition laws in 

England, finding the American version much more extreme because the English versions did not 

prevent criticism of elected officials. Despite Nicholas’s spirited urgings against it earlier that 

day, the House of Representatives passed the Sedition Act on July 10, 1798. Four days later, 

President Adams signed the bill into law and Congress subsequently adjourned.8 

 The populace of Virginia was well equipped to follow the legislative proceedings of their 

elected officials. The state boasted numerous newspapers of varying political flavors. Alexandria 

hosted two newspapers in 1798. Henry Gird, Jr.’s Columbian Mirror and Alexandria Gazette, 

published three times weekly, leaned Federalist, whereas John V. Thomas and James D. 

Wescott’s daily The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (referred to as the Alexandria Times) 

represented the Democratic-Republican interests of the city. Fredericksburg and Norfolk each 

similarly supported two opposing newspapers. In Fredericksburg, George Carter published the 

                                                           
 8 Annals of Congress, House of Representatives of the United States, 5th Congress, 2nd session, 2103-4, 

2139-47. 
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Democratic-Republican Genius of Liberty while Timothy Green published the Federalist 

Virginia Herald. In Norfolk, Augustus C. Jordan’s Epitome of the Times represented the 

Jeffersonians, compared to Charles Willett and James O’Connor’s Federalist-leaning Norfolk 

Herald. The newspapers of Lynchburg in 1798 were not as diametrically opposed and included 

the Federalist-leaning Weekly Gazette published by John Carter and Company, as well as the 

more independent Weekly Museum published by John Davis and Company. Richmond supported 

no Federalist papers in 1798. Three of its newspapers were solidly Democratic-Republican, 

including the Examiner by Meriweather Jones and John Dixon, the Observatory; or a View of the 

Times (later called Dixon’s Observatory) by John Dixon, and Samuel Pleasants, Jr.’s Virginia 

Argus. The Virginia Gazette and General Advertiser by Augustine Davis remained neutral. Other 

newspapers published in the state in 1798 included William Prentis’s Virginia Gazette based in 

Petersburg, John Wise’s Phenix based in Staunton, Richard Bowen’s Virginia Centinel based in 

Winchester, and Willis and Baldwin’s Potowmac Guardian in Martinsburg (now in West 

Virginia). Clearly, compared to the other southern states, Virginia boasted a larger and more 

political network of presses and newspapers in 1798, which helped to disseminate information 

throughout the state and keep the population informed.9 

 Virginia’s newspapers closely followed the journey of the sedition bill. As early as July 

2, the early discussions about a law to punish sedition in the Senate appeared in the Alexandria 

Times. The bill’s arrival from the Senate was noted on July 10 in the Alexandria Times, and 

Harper’s resolutions in Congress about the expediency of such a bill appeared in the July 11 

issue of the same newspaper. These resolutions also appeared in the July 17 issue of the Virginia 

                                                           
 9 Clarence S. Brigham, History and Bibliography of American Newspapers 1690-1820 vol. 2 (Worcester, 

MA: American Antiquarian Society, 1947), 1105-75; Donald H. Stewart, Opposition Press of the Federalist Period 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1969), 890-3. 
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Herald in Fredericksburg. A further update about the bill and the various amendments and 

proposals concerning it also appeared in Alexandria on July 14. The July 16 issue of the 

Alexandria Times noted the passage of the Sedition Act in the House of Representatives, 

including the votes for and against it. The article also listed those who had opposed the bill and 

those who had advocated it during the debates, but at no point did the Alexandria Times provide 

details about the contents of the debates. A similar article was published in Richmond in the 

Observatory on July 19, but this issue of the Observatory also included a last minute article 

about the passage of the bill in the House of Representatives, including the names of those who 

voted for and against it. The last minute insertion of information about the bill’s passage that had 

been delivered “by last night’s mail” seemingly implied that the publisher and readership were 

awaiting news of the bill’s fate. The full text of the act appeared in the Alexandria Times on July 

18, and the completion of the bill’s journey into law was noted in the July 20 issue of the 

Alexandria Times, when an article noted that President Adams had signed the bill on July 14. 

The Columbian Mirror noted this news a day later on July 21. The full text of the Sedition Act 

appeared in the Observatory on July 23, in the Virginia Herald on July 24, and in the Alexandria 

Times on July 18. Virginians were interested in national politics by 1798 and clearly anticipated 

news of this bill.10  

                                                           
 10 “In SENATE,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 2, 1798; “In the House of 

Representatives July 5,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 10, 1798 “CONGRESS,” The 

Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 11, 1798; “FREDERICKSBURG,” The Virginia Herald 

(Fredericksburg, VA), July 17, 1798; “In the House of Representatives July 9,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser 

(Alexandria, VA), July 14, 1798; “CONGRESS,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 16, 

1798; “CONGRESS, July 9,” The Observatory; or, a View of the Times (Richmond, VA), July 19, 1798; “By last 

night’s mail,” The Observatory; or, a View of the Times (Richmond, VA), July 19, 1798; “CONGRESS,” The 

Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 20, 1798; “CONGRESS,” Columbian Mirror (Alexandria, 

VA), July 21, 1798; “The following BILL was reported…,” The Observatory; or, a View of the Times (Richmond, 

VA), July 23, 1798; “The following has passed both houses of Congress,” The Virginia Herald (Fredericksburg, 

VA), July 24, 1798; “An ACT,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), July 18, 1798. 
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 In the months immediately following the passage of the Sedition Act, the Democratic-

Republican newspapers of Virginia reflected a marked degree of opposition within the state. At 

first, as foreign news continued to dominate the newspapers in a country still reeling from the 

revelations about the X.Y.Z. affair, Virginia’s papers often played into this growing discontent in 

a passive manner, offering snippets of text relating to the Sedition Act without commentary. For 

example, on August 7, the Alexandria Times devoted nearly an entire page to Albert Gallatin’s 

argument against the Sedition Act presented in Congress during the debates about the bill. On 

August 9, the Observatory published, without commentary or explanation, the text from the first 

amendment to the Constitution regarding the freedom of the press. A short article reprinted in the 

Observatory from a Philadelphia paper questioned whether or not the states had the right to 

refuse to enforce federal laws that violated the Constitution, asking, “if the federal government 

passes laws contravening the Constitution, is it not a breach of oath in a state officer to carry 

such laws into effect?” Though this article did not mention the Sedition Act, the language used in 

the article reflected the arguments made against it. The Alexandria Times published on August 

11 a short snippet of Nicholas’s argument against the Sedition Act in Congress. The article 

specifically presented a quotation from the statement issued by the state of Virginia upon its 

ratification of the Constitution, stating that Nicholas had used these words in the debates. The 

quotation expressed Virginia’s commitment to the freedom of the press prior to the passage of 

the Bill of Rights and again, the newspaper presented this information without explanation or 

context. Only a few days later, on August 13, the Alexandria Times then published without 

comment an extract from John Adams’s 1765 writings, “A Dissertation on the Cannon and the 

Feudal Law,” under the headline “On the LIBERTY of the PRESS.” The newspaper, with 

probable spite, quoted Adams as writing that printers “have done important service to [their] 
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country, by [their] readiness and freedom in publishing the speculations of the curious,” despite 

“whatever tyrants of the earth may say.” These initial commentaries on the Sedition Act in 

Virginia’s newspapers were subtle, but as time passed, so too did their subtlety.11  

 After the immediate restrained reaction against the Sedition Act, the response in Virginia 

grew more assertive. In a less reserved attack on the Sedition Act, the Alexandria Times on 

August 20 reprinted from the Epitome of the Times certain lines from “Cato’s Letters” written by 

John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon in the 1720s. These British essays discussed the evils of 

tyranny and had often been cited by Americans in the Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary 

years. The particular selection published in Virginia in 1798 included commentary that related 

the work to the situation in 1798 through its active derision of the Sedition Act and the actions of 

the Federalist administration. The editor of the Observatory, John Dixon, published a self-written 

article thanking his subscribers and declaring his intent to publish political information and his 

opinions in spite of the Sedition Act. He stated that he could no longer deny the existence of 

political parties, and that “at this period, when an Alien and a Sedition bill have been sanctioned 

by a majority of the constituted authorities, in despite of the letter and the spirit of the Instrument 

which constituted them, it is time…to be decided.” One interesting editorial by “An American 

Whig” published in the Alexandria Times urged the people to see through the current 

administration’s usage of the term “Federalist,” previously used to describe those who supported 

the Constitution. The writer stated that the administration continued to describe themselves as 

Federalists “to cloak any scheme (of such they have) of trespassing on the general rights of the 

                                                           
 11 “Mr. GALLATIN ON THE SEDITION BILL, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, JULY 5,” 
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people.” Another editorial with a more explicit stance against the Sedition Act appeared in the 

Alexandria Times on September 25. Written by “A Farmer,” the letter argued against the 

constitutionality of the Sedition Act on the basis of the first and tenth amendments to the 

Constitution. The Farmer then requested that the people ask their representatives for a repeal of 

the laws but stated that only the federal courts could rule on its legality. The Virginia papers also 

frequently reprinted anti-administration attacks from Kentucky newspapers, illustrating a mutual 

spirit of agreement between the Democratic-Republicans in both states.12  

 The most aggressive attacks on the Sedition Act to appear in Virginia’s newspapers 

manifested themselves as resolutions passed by various counties and groups throughout the state. 

Each of these resolutions or statements always professed an attachment for the Constitution, and 

most often these resolutions asserted that the federal government derived its power from the 

people. The resolutions passed in Virginia typically aimed to have the Sedition Act repealed 

because it violated the Constitution and because it set a dangerous precedent for the extension of 

federal power. The authors of these various resolutions often indicated that the repeal of the acts 

was the most desirable and constitutional way to handle the situation. These petitions generally 

were to be sent on to the state legislators and federal representatives of each respective group, as 

well as the local paper for publication.  

                                                           
 12 “From the (Norfolk) Epitome of the Times,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), August 
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 As early as August 29, resolutions began appearing in the newspapers. That day, the 

Alexandria Times published the resolves of the citizens of Goochland County. The citizens of 

Goochland urged for the repeal of the Alien and Sedition Acts through “constitutional means” 

and also decided to ask their state legislators to pass an official remonstrance condemning the 

acts. Their basis for these goals was that they believed that the Alien and Sedition Acts were 

unconstitutional, and that these laws were “calculated to excite jealousies, sow dissensions, 

lessen that unanimity so essentially necessary during [their] present dangerous situation, and 

which till of late so happily subsisted among [them].” The citizens of Mason County also passed 

resolutions declaring that the Alien and Sedition Acts were “infractions to our constitution, 

injurious to the American character, and repugnant to the spirit of our government.” They 

declared that any law that infringed on the freedom of speech or press was “void” and expressed 

that they would appeal to their representatives to restore their rights. The resolutions from the 

citizens of Louisa County were more general, asserting the unconstitutionality of the Sedition 

Act and asking their state legislatures to “procure a remonstrance to Congress.” They 

additionally asserted that the Sedition Act would obstruct the spread of information about the 

government and the actions of the state’s public servants. Resolutions by the inhabitants of 

Powhatan County reflected similar sentiments and also urged their representatives to secure a 

repeal of the acts. The Powhatan County resolves expressed the county’s alarm at the Sedition 

Act and their opinion that it was unconstitutional; however, they took an exceedingly civil 

approach, stating that they believed it was “the duty of the people, not only to express their 

sentiments, but to remonstrate in a decent and constitutional manner, with firmness and decision 

against the existence of laws, made in violation of the Constitution.”13 

                                                           
 13 “RICHMOND, August 24,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), August 29, 1798; “At a 

meeting of the citizens of Mason and the adjacent counties…,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), 
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 Instead of a series of resolutions, the freeholders of Prince Edward County wrote an 

address to President Adams. In this address, they urged the president to seek a repeal of the Alien 

and Sedition Acts, which the freeholders believed would set a precedent that could lead to the 

“destruction of [their] liberties.” Instead of resolutions, Albemarle County, home of Thomas 

Jefferson, also submitted a remonstrance directly to the Congress of the United States seeking 

the repeal of the Sedition Act. In this long letter, the author from Albemarle expressed that the 

citizens of the county did not approve specifically of the Alien or Sedition Laws. The arguments 

found in the Albemarle remonstrance echo the arguments against the Sedition Act made by 

Nicholas in Congress. The remonstrance also touched on the stain that the Sedition Act would 

leave on the United States’ reputation, stating “let it be one ray of our national lustre, that the 

United States are exalted over the older governments, not by shackles on speech, or the press, 

nor by usurpations on the rights of states; but by a submission to the suffrages of a virtuous 

people.”14 

 Perhaps the most extreme of these early resolutions appeared in the Alexandria Times on 

September 12, when the paper published a series of resolutions from the Light Infantry Company 

of the Second Battalion of the first Regiment from Amelia County. These resolutions decried the 

Sedition Act and encouraged private citizens against complacency in instituting the Sedition Act. 

Specifically, the unit declared that they “[believed] that the Acts commonly known by the 

appellation of the ‘Alien’ and ‘Sedition Bills’ are unconstitutional and that under this impression 

[they did not] hold [themselves] bound as citizens or soldiers to aid in carrying the said acts into 

                                                           
October 9, 1798; “Observatory. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18,” Dixon’s Observatory (Richmond, VA), October 18, 

1798; “AT a numerous and respectable meeting of the INHABITANTS of the county of Powhatan…,” Dixon’s 

Observatory (Richmond, VA), September 24, 1798. 

 14 “AT a meeting of the Freeholders of Prince Edward county…,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser 

(Alexandria, VA), September 25, 1798; “Observatory. MONDAY, OCTOBER 1,” Dixon’s Observatory (Richmond, 

VA), October 1, 1798.  
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effect.” Furthermore, they believed that the Alien and Sedition Acts were a “nullity” and that 

everyone should oppose them. They hoped that their resolutions would inspire their 

representatives “to change their system in such a manner, as to quiet the minds and dissipate the 

apprehensions of their constituents.” A series of extremely anti-administration toasts followed 

the resolutions, including toasts to Thomas Jefferson, Albert Gallatin, Edward Livingston, 

William B. Giles, the republic of France, and Benjamin Franklin Bache. The group also toasted 

to the Alien and Sedition Acts themselves, cheering that “may they who dug the pit fall into it.” 

The citizens living in the second battalion district of the Amelia militia also passed resolutions, 

though theirs were less extreme than the ones passed by the militia. These citizens advocated the 

usage of “remonstrance and petition” to urge their Congressmen to fix the problem. They 

declared the Alien and Sedition Acts both “tyrannical and unconstitutional,” stating that they 

“aught to be obliterated from the statute book of these United States.”15 

 The meetings and subsequent resolutions continued appearing in the state’s newspapers 

well into the month of November. In Hanover County, the people took issue with the idea that 

the common person was not capable of understanding the Constitution. They also believed that 

the Sedition Act violated the Constitution and that it was unenforceable because of this violation. 

Their resolutions even threatened a return to “revolutionary principles” if the Sedition Act were 

enforced; however, they preferred instead the option of a more constitutional redress. The 

inhabitants of Spotsylvania County also authored resolutions urging their representatives to seek 

a repeal of the Sedition Act because it was unconstitutional; however, they asserted their right to 

take back the power they had invested in the federal government but hoped not to have to do so 

in order to retain the Union. In Rockingham County, the Alien and Sedition Acts were also 

                                                           
 15 “Richmond, September,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), September 12, 1798; 

“FROM THE VIRGINIA ARGUS,” Dixon’s Observatory (Richmond, VA), September 13, 1798.  
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declared unconstitutional on the basis that the Constitution did not give Congress the right to 

legislate on the “criminality of speech.” The Rockingham County resolutions declared the 

Sedition Act to be a “nullity, and consequently void and of no effect.” A petition from Essex 

County sought the repeal of the Sedition Law, believing it to be unconstitutional. The 

memorialists of Essex also argued that “if Congress have a right to violate the Constitution in 

one instance, they may violate it in all.” The language of the local resolves became increasingly 

more extreme as time passed.16 

 The culmination of these local resolutions and petitions in Virginia in 1798 was the 

adoption of the Virginia Resolutions by the General Assembly on December 24, 1798. The 

Resolutions, written anonymously by James Madison, were introduced to the House of Delegates 

on December 10 by John Taylor. In the resolutions, Madison declared that the Alien and Sedition 

Acts were “palpable and alarming infractions of the Constitution” against which the state of 

Virginia aimed to protest. Madison argued: 

[The Sedition Act] exercises in like manner a power not delegated by the Constitution, 

but on the contrary expressly and positively forbidden by one of the amendments thereto; 

a power which more than any other ought to produce universal alarm, because it is 

levelled against that right of freely examining public characters and measures, and of free 

communication among the people thereon, which has ever been justly deemed the only 

effectual guardian of every other right. 

 

As a result, Madison urged other states to join Virginia to “interpose” and condemn the act as 

unconstitutional. This version of the Resolutions, which did not specify the actions that the states 

should take in their opposition to the laws, was what the General Assembly adopted. It was less 

                                                           
 16 “RICHMOND, October 26,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), November 1, 1798; 

“BY REQUEST,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), November 3, 1798; “FOR THE VIRIGNIA 

ARGUS,” Virginia Argus (Richmond, VA), November 20, 1798; “Extract from the Essex Petition to the General 

Assembly,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), December 6, 1798; Inhabitants: Petition, Essex 

County, 12 December 1798, Legislative Petitions Digital Collection, Library of Virginia, Richmond, VA, 

http://digitool1.lva.lib.va.us:8881/R/326LFAIYRUPUJH2B6UULDV6BD32BG9RBB7PF29UDCAU7KCN7Y6-

04021?func=results-jump-full&set_entry=000003&set_number=151313&base=GEN01-ARC01;  
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extreme than the resolutions adopted by the state legislature of Kentucky the previous month, 

and the language generally reflected the local petitions and resolutions passed by the various 

counties of the state. Unlike nearly all of the local resolutions though, Madison’s resolutions did 

not advocate a constitutional repeal of the acts. The resolutions that were originally proposed in 

the legislature had been modified slightly by Thomas Jefferson from Madison’s original text. 

The version of the resolutions introduced to the legislature were more extreme than Madison’s 

original in one significant way. Jefferson added the following line to Madison’s original before 

sending it to John Taylor: “the General Assembly…does hereby declare, that the act aforesaid 

are unconstitutional and not law, but utterly null, void and of no force or effect.” This line was 

removed during the debates in the assembly over the resolutions, but the original version 

proposed by Taylor, with the extremist nullification idea added by Jefferson, was published on 

December 18 in the Alexandria Times. This extremist idea in which the state government 

asserted an unprecedented amount of power over the federal government may have frightened 

the more moderate people in the state, even if the idea was never officially adopted by Virginia. 

Although the resolutions actually adopted by the state, as well as the various local resolutions, 

were not generally extreme, did they actually reflect the general opinion of the state?17 

  The Virginia Resolutions passed in the House of Delegates by a vote of 100 in favor to 

63 opposed and in the state Senate by a vote of 14 in favor to 3 opposed, indicating that a good 

majority, but not all, of the legislators approved of the resolutions. Additionally, only a small 

number of counties in the state publicized their own resolutions against the Sedition Act. As in 

                                                           
 17 The Virginia Report of 1799-1800, Touching the Alien and Sedition Laws; Together with the Virginia 

Resolutions of December 21, 1798, the Debate and Proceedings Thereon in the House of Delegates of Virginia and 
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50; “In the House of Delegates of the state the following resolutions were moved by Mr John Taylor,” The Times. 

Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), December 18, 1798; “Virginia Resolutions, 21 December 1798,” Founders 
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the past, the state remained divided. What this narrative has thus far ignored is the existence of 

any degree of support for the Adams administration within the state of Virginia in the latter half 

of 1798. While the Democratic-Republican newspapers of the state busied themselves decrying 

the Sedition Act after its passage in July, the state’s Federalist papers published articles of 

support for the Adams administration. The treatment of Robert Goodloe Harper, the 

representative from South Carolina responsible for the Sedition Act, best illustrated the drastic 

dichotomy between the various factions in the state’s newspapers. On August 28, after Harper 

paid a visit to Alexandria, the Alexandria Times reported that a group of Republicans had 

prepared to burn an effigy of Harper in front of the house in which he was staying. The Virginia 

Herald, one of the state’s Federalist-leaning papers, also reported on Harper’s visit to 

Alexandria, writing that “a number of respectable citizens waited on him” and hosted a nice 

dinner in his honor. A similar situation in the reporting of Harper’s visit to Staunton occurred. 

The Virginia Herald noted again that the citizens of Staunton hosted a dinner in honor of Harper, 

“in approbation of his firm, enlightened, and patriotic conduct in the federal legislature.” The 

Observatory, however, speculated that Harper’s visit to Staunton, a “Federal Town,” and not to 

Fredericksburg or Charlottesville, indicated that Harper was trying to avoid criticism. The paper 

claimed that had Harper visited a less Federalist town, that he would have been welcomed with 

“a good coat of tar and feathers.” The reaction in the press toward Harper, a clearly polarizing 

figure in Virginia, demonstrated the spectrum of political beliefs in the state.18  

                                                           
 18 “Alexandria, Dec. 27,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), December 27, 1798; 

“Alexandria, Dec. 29,” The Times. Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), December 29, 1798; Virginia 

Resolutions, 21 December 1798,” Founders Online, National Archives, last modified June 29, 2017, 

http://founders.archives.gov/documents/Madison/01-17-02-0128; “Messrs Thomas & Wescott,” The Times. 

Alexandria Advertiser (Alexandria, VA), August 28, 1798; “ALEXANDRIA, August 23,” The Virginia Herald 

(Fredericksburg, VA), August 28, 1798; “STAUNTON, September 4,” The Virginia Herald (Fredericksburg, VA), 

September 21, 1798; “COMMUNICATION,” Dixon’s Observatory (Richmond, VA), September 13, 1798.   
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 The Federalist papers in the state also published articles indicating a small degree of 

support for the administration. The Virginia Herald on August 10 published a letter of 

approbation for President Adams and Congress from Richmond County. The authors of the letter 

felt the need to express their satisfaction with the actions of the Adams administration in the face 

of the opposition displayed by their political representatives. Another letter of praise for Adams 

came from Campbell County, published in the August 31 issue of the Virginia Herald. The 

residents of Campbell County specifically praised Adams for his preservation of peace, writing 

that “the whole tenor of your administration, has been bottomed on a sincere wish for the real 

welfare of our common country.” An article in the Columbian Mirror on August 9 about the 

Sedition Act stated that only “jacobins” took issue with law, claiming that “true patriots, and 

honest men, [felt] no alarm.” Nicholas Hammond’s defense of the Sedition Act, a popular 

publication, also appeared in the Virginia Herald on September 25 at the urging of a citizen 

concerned over the misunderstandings about the law. Interestingly, a dinner attended by those 

who favored the administration in Albemarle County, reported in the September 4 issue of the 

Virginia Herald, resulted in more cheers for a toast to Harper than for the toast to Jefferson. A 

letter from “a gentleman in Rockbridge, Virginia,” published in the November 8 issue of the 

Observatory noted the Federalist-inclinations of the people in western Virginia, stating that “the 

people on this side of the Blue Ridge, [were] generally, strongly in favor of the measures of our 

government, and determined to oppose the French and French partizans to the utmost.” 

Federalist sentiment in the state was not widespread or exceptionally strong, but it did exist and 

so in a state so divided, the Virginia Resolutions did not reflect the opinion of the entire state.19  

                                                           
 19 “To the President of the United States, and both houses of Congress,” The Virginia Herald 

(Fredericksburg, VA), August 10, 1798; “LYNCHBURG, Aug. 13,” The Virginia Herald (Fredericksburg, VA), 
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 Most attention to the Federalist cause, however, was directed almost solely at John 

Marshall, one of the American envoys to France, particularly after his heroic return home 

following the X.Y.Z. affair. The Virginia Herald reported on a dinner held in Marshall’s honor 

in Richmond on August 12, during which Marshall was toasted with the following praises: “May 

a wreath composed of oak and laurel, under which he has this day sat, supported by the 

American Eagle, encircle the temple of the man, whom his country delights to honor.” The 

Virginia Gazette on September 25 published a letter to Marshall from a number of citizens of 

Albemarle County, praising Marshall’s actions during the diplomatic crisis in France and by 

extension, offering approbation for President Adams and his administration. They wrote of 

Marshall very highly, stating that “at a time when all the best and ablest exertions, of all our best 

and ablest citizens, of all descriptions, are necessary to unite and aid us in our defence at home, it 

is no small consolation to us to know, that you, who have rendered such eminent services abroad, 

should now be among us.” At the end of September, after George Washington personally 

implored Marshall to challenge Clopton for a seat in the House of Representatives, a series of 

questions from “A Freeholder” addressed to Marshall, asking about his political opinions, 

appeared. Marshall’s answers to these questions, deemed admirable, received attention in the 

state. Notably, “A Freeholder” asked Marshall specifically about his thoughts on the Alien and 

Sedition Acts. Marshall, a Federalist, gave the following answer:  

I am not an advocate for the alien and sedition bills; had I been in Congress when they 

passed, I should, unless my judgment could have been changed, certainly have opposed 

them. Yet I do not think them fraught with all those mischiefs which many gentlemen 

ascribe to them. I should have opposed them because I think them useless; and because 

they are calculated to create unnecessary discontents and jealousies at a time when our 

very existence, as a nation, may depend on our union.  
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Marshall went on to say that he believed the acts would be repealed in the next session of 

Congress but noted that they would expire soon anyway. Marshall also maintained his desire to 

avoid entanglements with either Britain or France. The Democratic-Republican newspaper, the 

Alexandria Times, even remarked upon Marshall’s answers, stating that, although the article was 

probably a method of electioneering, “the principles Mr Marshall [professed] to possess are such 

as influence the conduct of every real American.” In the fall of 1798, Marshall became the 

subject of a concentrated attack by the opposition, and several editorial letters appeared in the 

Democratic-Republican papers challenging him. He did have one defender in the newspapers, a 

writer under the name “Buckskin.” Marshall worried that he would not be able to survive the 

opposition onslaught against him in the press, but fortunately for him, in January of 1799, he 

received a ringing endorsement from Patrick Henry, who still carried a great degree of clout in 

the state. Henry endorsed Marshall in a letter to Archibald Blair written on January 8, 1799. In 

this letter, Henry praised Marshall but also denigrated the Democratic-Republican’s efforts in the 

state assembly. He believed that the actions pursued by the Democratic-Republican Party were 

motivated by a goal to end the government. By endorsing Marshall and pointing out the 

extremism of the opposition faction, Henry’s letter proved influential, both for Marshall and 

against the Democratic-Republicans. While Marshall was already admired in the state for his 

anti-war stance, his moderate position made leaders in both parties regard him hesitantly; 

however, his more moderate stance also probably reflected more generally the population of the 

state. Most importantly, his nationalist stance and professed adoration of the Constitution 

probably resonated with the voting base in Richmond. Ultimately, his district showed him their 

approval by electing him to the Sixth Congress in place of John Clopton. 20  
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 Marshall’s victory was not the only change in the state as a result of the 1799 

Congressional elections, held at the end of April. In District 1, Robert Page retained the 

Federalist seat vacated by Daniel Morgan. David Holmes secured reelection in District 2. In 

District 3, James Machir declined to run for reelection and the Federalist candidate John 

Haymond subsequently lost the seat to Democratic-Republican George Jackson. Abram Trigg, 

John Trigg, and Matthew Clay retained their seats in Districts 4, 5, and 6, respectively. John 

Randolph, a Democratic-Republican, won the seat vacated by Abraham Venable. The Federalists 

gained District 8, when Samuel Goode defeated the incumbent Democratic-Republican Thomas 

Claiborne. Another Democratic-Republican, Joseph Eggleston, won the District 9 seat but in 

District 10, Federalist Edwin Gray defeated a slew of Democratic-Republicans to replace Carter 

Harrison. Two incumbent Federalists, Josiah Parker of District 11 and Thomas Evans of District 

12, were both reelected. Evans had been the only member of the Virginia delegation to vote for 

the Sedition Act. As mentioned, John Marshall defeated the incumbent John Clopton for the 

District 13 seat. Samuel Cabell of District 14, John Dawson of District 15, and Anthony New of 

District 16 retained their seats, as well as John Nicholas from District 18. The Federalists made 

notable gains in District 17 and District 19, with Leven Powell and Henry Lee securing those 

seats. In total, the Federalist Party gained four seats in Virginia’s Congressional delegation, 

despite losing Machir’s seat, for a total of eight members. In reality, the sentiment of Virginians 
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probably fell in the middle of the spectrum. Likely, they did not approve of the Sedition Act, but 

they also did not approve of the extremism in attacking it and the government displayed by the 

Democratic-Republican Party. They wanted a repeal of the Sedition Act but also unity to 

strengthen the nation against France. It was this moderation and nationalism that most likely 

influenced the outcome of the 1799 Congressional elections in the state.21  
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 Writing to George Washington on January 8, 1799, John Marshall provided his thoughts 

on what the Sedition Act had wreaked. He believed that “the tempest [had] not been raised by 

[the Alien and Sedition Acts],” stating that the cause of the divisions in the state was “much 

deeper.” In Marshall’s estimation, the Democratic-Republicans were looking for a fight and even 

if the Sedition Act had never come into existence, they would have found some other reason to 

launch their attacks. The reaction of Virginia toward the Sedition Act displayed a larger 

difference of opinion within the state, the difference between states’ rights and nationalism. This 

divide had existed in Virginia before 1798 and persisted long after. The Sedition Act and the 

resulting Virginia Resolutions had given the Democratic-Republicans of Virginia a clear 

opportunity to assert their states’ rights argument in the face of increasing nationalization in the 

latter half of 1798, but the state was not prepared for extremism from either side.22  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

 As this study has shown, the immediate reaction toward the Sedition Act was notably 

calm in the southern states in 1798. North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia all ignored the 

Sedition Act and its implications in favor of an agenda of unity during a time of crisis. Though 

outcries against the Sedition Act did appear in Virginia, these outcries did not represent the 

entirety of the state, where a minority of moderates existed and strengthened in the wake of the 

anti-union Virginia Resolutions. These findings support several conclusions. Namely, this study 

asserts that the Sedition Act did not effectively contribute to the “crisis” of 1798 in the states 

studied. It proves that the people of these states had access to information about the Sedition Act 

prior to their midterm elections but that access to this news did not have a significant effect in 

each state given the urgency of other issues in that year. The pro-Federalist election results of 

1798 in the Carolinas and Georgia were due more to these states’ tendency toward nationalism 

and unity as a reaction to the crisis with France rather than either an objection to or support for 

the Sedition Act. The election results in Virginia in 1799 can be ascribed to a backlash against 

the extremism of the Democratic-Republicans in that state, another display of a tendency toward 

nationalism and unity. This study demonstrates a preoccupation in the four states’ newspapers 

with national issues; thus, the elections in 1798-1799 were perhaps one of the first in which 

national issues threatened to overshadowed local issues. However, this overshadowing can be 

attributed primarily to the threat of war with France and the states’ individual reactions to this 

threat rather than any panic caused by the Sedition Act.  

 The differences of experience in each of the four states examined in this study also 

demonstrate the lack of a regional cohesion or sectional definition of the “south” in the 1790s. 
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Though each of these four states demonstrated support for the Federalist Party in 1798 for 

similar reasons, their journey to these reasons and this outcome differed. A series of variances 

particularly set Virginia apart from the other states examined. Virginia was the only state with a 

network of competent opposition presses, which contributed to the appearance of a vocal 

reaction against the Sedition Act. Additionally, Virginia displayed a greater preexisting degree of 

interest in national politics than the other southern states because the political parties that existed 

in Virginia by 1798 already demonstrated a degree of organization and attention to national 

issues. This organization of each party in the state was bolstered by backing and prevalence of 

Virginians prominent at the national level, such as James Madison and Thomas Jefferson of the 

Democratic-Republicans and George Washington of the Federalists. These leaders also helped 

maintain a national focus in the state. The other three southern states did not generally have 

nationally-minded longstanding party leaders among their politicians. The Carolinas and Georgia 

essentially all saw an increase in nationalism as a result of the events of 1798, but their reasons 

for this result differed. All three states greatly wished to avoid war with France. South Carolina 

was already a deeply divided state in 1798 and it had more economic interests to protect than did 

the other two. This and the strength of the powerful low-country Federalist elite helped the state 

turn Federalist, but ultimately, the fear of the nation’s dissolution most strongly produced that 

effect. North Carolina’s lack of an opposition press, despite favoring the opposition politically, 

prevented any sort of cohesive, present reaction against the administration. The Federalist press 

in the state took advantage of the atmosphere of fear and used that atmosphere to overshadow the 

more questionable actions of the administration. Georgia, the most vulnerable of the three, 

needed the union for protection and did not appreciate the anti-national, states’ rights views of its 

Democratic-Republican leadership in the state when the country faced the threat of war. The 
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events of 1798 also pushed for a more solid development of the two national political parties in 

these three states, whose incarnations of these parties prior to 1798 had been swayed primarily 

by local issues. The election results in 1798 sparked a more organized effort by the Democratic-

Republicans in these states. Though all four states expressed different concerns or felt different 

influences, the trend displayed in each state was a show of unity, perhaps for the first time.  

 Beyond the immediate reactions examined in 1798, how did the Sedition Act fare in the 

public opinion? Did these states shift their attention to this act or did it remain relatively 

unnoticed? In the Virginia Resolutions, Virginia implored the other states in the Union to join in 

condemning the Sedition Act and decrying the actions of the national government. No other state 

legislatures moved to affirm either the Kentucky or Virginia Resolutions; in fact, quite a few 

states issued statements condemning them. The southern states, for the most part, remained silent 

on the matter, perhaps not wanting to comment on a subject seemingly designed to promote 

disunity. In South Carolina, the most moderate of the southern states prior to 1798, the state 

legislature rejected even consideration of the resolutions. The lower house of North Carolina’s 

state legislature passed resolutions condemning the Sedition Act, but the state senate not only 

tabled the Kentucky Resolutions but also voted against the adoption of the resolutions passed in 

the lower house. Georgia’s reaction was delayed. Nearly a year later, at the end of 1799 and in 

the midst of the Federalist Party’s decline, the Georgia legislature, under James Jackson’s 

supervision, did approve resolutions declaring the unconstitutionality of the Sedition Act and 

asking for its repeal, but Georgia did not affirm the more extreme sentiments against the 

government expressed by the earlier resolutions of Virginia and Kentucky. Importantly, the lack 

of support for Virginia coming from the other states in the south clearly demonstrates the lack of 

regional cohesion among these states in 1798.  Even Virginia itself slightly undermined its own 
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resolutions when the state increased its number of Federalist representatives in the following 

election. The southern states demonstrated that an extreme response to an extreme law did not 

necessarily sway any votes.1  

 Historians of this era frequently discuss the causes of the Federalist Party’s downfall, an 

event that is often tied to the election of 1800. Did the Sedition Act contribute to the reversal of 

Federalist fortunes in the 1800 election? The results of this study indicate that the Sedition Act 

probably did not play a major role in the eventual losses of the Federalist Party, at least in the 

south. Additionally, the expiration date of the Sedition Act, set to coincide with the end of the 

Adams administration, lessened any impact that the law would have on the new administration. 

However, this study does also reveal certain factors that may have contributed to the Federalist 

decline. The support for the Federalist Party in the southern states in the 1798-1799 elections did 

not give the appearance of springing from a lust for war with France; more often than not, the 

southern states displayed an aversion to the idea, but they worried that the French would invade 

their defenseless western borders and coastlines and expressed a need for protection. 

Additionally, the incessant railing of the Democratic-Republicans against the administration 

came across as threatening to the Union in the southern states. The support for the Federalists in 

the south in 1798 originated more likely from a desire for a strong national government to 

underwrite the necessary defense and preserve the Union in the face of both foreign and internal 

threats. This line of thought places the Federalist tendencies of the southern states in 1798 more 

                                                           
 1 Thomas Perkins Abernethy, The South in the New Nation, 1789-1819 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, 1961), 235-6; Lisle A. Rose, Prologue to Democracy: The Federalists in the South, 1789-1800 

(Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press, 1968), 213, 229; Delbert Harold Gilpatrick, Jeffersonian Democracy 

in North Carolina 1789-1816 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), 102; Douglas Bradburn, “A Clamor in 

the Public Mind: Opposition to the Alien and Sedition Acts,” The William and Mary Quarterly 65, no. 3 (July 

2008): 581; Wendell Bird, “Reassessing Responses to the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions: New Evidence from 

the Tennessee and Georgia Resolutions and from Other States,” Journal of the Early Republic 35, no. 4 (Winter 

2015): 533-7.  
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firmly in the camp of the moderate so-called “Adams Federalists” rather than the “High 

Federalists,” typified by Alexander Hamilton. The split in the Federalist Party, explored by 

Manning J. Dauer in his work The Adams Federalists, contributed greatly to the party’s 

destruction. The popularity of President Adams dwindled through the course of 1799 and the 

High Federalists imposed their agenda over the party, and this may have contributed to the 

switch in support from the Federalists to the Democratic-Republicans in the southern states in 

1799. The wartime hysteria perpetuated by the High Federalists throughout 1798 and 1799 with 

no resulting war to justify it, along with the expenses associated with these unnecessary wartime 

preparations, also contributed to their downfall. The southern states may have accepted these 

expenses and preparations when they believed them to be necessary, as demonstrated in this 

study, but as the wartime fever dissipated, these states probably realized just how much power 

had been given to the federal government as a result and likely felt manipulated. The Federalist 

Party made gains in the south in 1798 simply because they represented national unity in the form 

of a strong, empowered national government but they were in no position to harness or represent 

these feelings of unity once given responsibility.2 

 The formula and method utilized in this study could be used to extend the examinations 

of these four states beyond 1798 or even be used to create new inspections of other states to paint 

a more complete picture of national politics in 1798. Additionally, the findings in this work 

could be used as a preface to examinations of the Election of 1800, sectionalism in the South, or 

the anti-nationalist states’ rights trends that develop in the nineteenth century in these states. The 

year 1798 was a dramatic and trying year for the United States, and the extent to which the 

events of this year tested the nation should not be overshadowed completely by the consistent 

                                                           
 2 Manning J. Dauer, The Adams Federalists (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), 237. 
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focus on party politics and division throughout the decade. In 1798, the United States was still 

becoming a nation and the events of that year contributed to this developing unity. Undoubtedly, 

the Sedition Act was a momentous law passed in the context of these developments. Its passage 

contributed to larger conversations and understandings about the nature of the Constitution of the 

United States that continue to have ramifications to this day. This law led to exchanges about the 

extent of freedom of speech and press, the responsibilities of the media, the determination of 

constitutionality, the rights of the states in relation to the power of the national government, and 

unfortunately, the idea of secession. Yet, these conversations did not take place overnight in July 

of 1798 and the Sedition Act ought to be examined not only for its long-term consequences but 

also for its short-term context.  
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